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Regional input-output models provide useful information about the 

purchasing and selling patterns of industries and the estimated impacts 

of anticipated changes. However, survey input-output studies are costly 

and time consuming to construct, and are outdated in several years. 

Recent attempts to develop substitutes for survey input-output 

models indicate that useful information about the economic structure 

of rural regions can be acquired without a full survey input-output study. 

Yet these techniques still require either some survey information or ex- 

tensive work with secondary sources. 

Regional economic theory indicates that two useful products of 

input-output studies—business income multipliers and the propensity to 

purchase locally for select industries — are functions of the character- 

istics of the region, industry, and economic environment. Using data on 

such characteristics for nine Oregon counties this study develops and 

tests regression models which theoretically explain the size of basic 

sector business income multipliers and the propensity of basic sectors 

to purchase locally. 

The empirical results of this study indicate that multipliers for 

the basic industries in rural Oregon counties are significantly affected 



by county characteristics (population, per capita income, and geographic 

isolation), industry characteristics (type of industry and size of an 

industry's plants), and characteristics of the economic environment 

(the business cycle and secular trends). The propensity to purchase 

locally for the same basic sectors is also significantly affected by 

the same industry and economic environment characteristics as the multi- 

plier, but influenced by a different set of county characteristics (popu- 

lation and population growth). 

Yet, these independent variables do not explain much of the varia- 

tion in the observed multipliers and propensities. The coefficient of 

determination for the final multiplier and propensity models were 0.452 

and 0.524 respectively.  Consequently, these models do not predict with 

much precision. 

The propensity model is used to illustrate how such a model, if it 

had narrow prediction limits, could be utilized to estimate the growth 

or import substitution potential for the basic industries in both Baker 

and Morrow Counties.  Import substitution is assumed to exist where the 

actual propensity to purchase locally is less than the estimated pro- 

pensity to purchase locally. However, given the wide prediction limits 

for the propensity model developed in this study, it was not possible 

to determine the import substitution potential for the basic industries 

in these two counties. 
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ESTIMATING IMPORT SUBSTITUTION POTENTIAL AND MULTIPLIER 

EFFECTS FOR BASIC SECTORS IN RURAL OREGON COUNTIES 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Communities, regions, and even nations have used input-output models 

to analyze their economies. Presently a number of Oregon counties have 

survey based input-output models. These have been useful tools for both 

estimating the impacts of anticipated changes in the counties (business 

income multipliers), and as a description of the purchasing and selling 

patterns of industries in the economy. 

However, problems accompany survey input-output studies. First 

these studies require costly interviews with individual businesses in 

the economy.  Second, considerable processing time is necessary to con- 

struct a transaction table from the surveys. Finally, such models are 

generally outdated in four to nine years (Carroll, 1980). 

Perceiving these problems economists have searched for accur- 

ate alternatives to full survey input-output studies.  Recent attempts 

to develop substitutes for survey input-output models indicate that 

important information about the economic structure of rural regions can 

be acquired without recourse to a full survey input-output study. 

Basically, these studies have focused on determining several products of 

input-output models: the business income multipliers, and the selling 

and purchasing patterns of industries in the economy of interest. The 

drawback of such studies is they still either require some surveys of 

local businesses or extensive manipulation of secondary data. 



A New Direction 

Of interest to rural developing economies are two pieces of infor- 

mation which an input-output study provides: the estimated impacts from 

possible changes in the economy (generally measured by business income 

multipliers) and the dependency of various sectors on imports (or con- 

versely, the dependency of various sectors on local input supplies). 

Figure 1 gives the business income multipliers for the forestry, 

manufacturing, agriculture, and fishing sectors for seven Oregon 

counties (these were taken from nine input-output models for seven Oregon 

counties--Clatsop and Grant Counties had two models for two different 

years) . Figure 2 gives the percentage of total inputs which these 

sectors purchased from local suppliers; i.e., the propensity to purchase 

locally. The range across the seven counties for each of these sectors, 

for both their multipliers and propensities raises questions concerning 

why the differences. For instance, why is the propensity to purchase 

locally by the forestry sector in Klamath County in 1968 different than 

for Clatsop County in 1968? Or, why is the business income multiplier 

for agriculture in Grant County in 1964 different than the agriculture 

multiplier for Douglas County in 1970? 

Regional economic theory indicates that the propensity of sectors 

to purchase locally is a function of characteristics of the region, in- 

dustry, and economic environment.  Business income multipliers are also 

a function of these characteristics since, as outlined in Chapter II, 

these multipliers are mathematically derived from the propensity of local 

industries to purchase locally. 

Using characteristics of the region, industry, and economic environ- 

ment this study develops a model to theoretically explain the size of 
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various sector multipliers and the propensity of selected sectors to pur- 

chase locally and then tests it using multiple regression analysis. 

Unlike previous techniques which provide similar information the method 

used in this study does not require any surveys or national coefficients 

to estimate the propensities or multipliers: it requires only available 

secondary data. 

In addition this study addresses a topic generally neglected in 

regional empirical studies: import substitution potential.  In the early 

stages of economic development a region's market for numerous products 

is too small to justify locating plants producing those products locally 

or outlets for retailing or wholesaleing these products locally. They 

are imported. But, as the markets expand with growth in a region's 

industry, income, and population, the markets can grow to sufficient 

size to attract firms that product or supply hitherto imported retail 

or wholesale products (Isard 1975). 

Realizing the value of knowledge regarding import substitution 

potential Chapter V is devoted to an application of the developed model 

in estimating this potential for selected industries in a rural economy. 

This study has three objectives: first, to develop and test a 

theoretical model that explains the propensity to purchase locally and 

multipliers for selected sectors; second, to predict propensities and 

multipliers for selected sectors using only secondary data; and, third 

to estimate the growth potential in small rural economies. 



CHAPTER II 

A SURVEY OF ESTIMATING INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS 

Recognizing the expense of collecting primary data for regional 1-0 

studies, regional economists have used various methods which avoid the 

costly survey procedure. At one end of the spectrum are techniques which 

produce an interindustry transaction table for the region—which is then 

used to compute the direct coefficients and sectoral multipliers (Type I, 

Type II, and/or business income multipliers). At the other end of the 

scale are regression techniques for estimating only one product of the 

input-output study: the business income multiplier for various sectors. 

All of these methods require some survey data (semisurvey) and/or 

secondary data (nonsurvey). This chapter first briefly describes re- 

gional input-output theory, reviews the semisurvey and nonsurvey techni- 

ques commonly used by economists to construct regional input-output 

tables to use in computing direct coefficients and sectoral multipliers, 

and concludes with some recent attempts to estimate multipliers without 

recourse to an interindustry transaction table. 

The Input-Output Transaction Table 

Table 1 is a general input-output transaction table. The table 

presents the selling and purchasing activities for each sector in the 

region.  Each sector's sales are read across the sector's row; it's pur- 

chases are read down the sector's column. The x.. element of the table 

shows the dollar value of the goods and services sold by the ith selling 

sector to the j  purchasing industry. Sales and purchasing activity 

are divided between endogenous and exogenous sectors. The endogenous 
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sectors contain regional businesses; the exogenous sectors contain non- 

regional businesses and often the household sector. The exogenous sec- 

tors also contain columns and rows to account for changes in inventory 

and capital. The sum of any column in the table is that sector's total 

purchases. The column sum of just the endogenous sectors is that sec- 

tor's intermediate purchases: purchases from local businesses. The sum 

of any row in the table is that sector's total sales.  Intermediate 

sales for a sector are just the sum of the k endogenous sectors along 

the row. Total economic activity for the region is either the sum of 

the total sales column or the sum of the total purchases row. 

From this table the direct coefficients are computed: 

a.. = x../X.   for i.j = 1. 2. .... n 

Usually direct coefficients are only computed for the k endogenous sec- 

tors.  Each direct coefficient ds the proportion of sector j's total 

purchases which sector i supplies. The sum (across the endogenous sec- 

tors) of the direct coefficients in any column is the propensity of that 

industry to purchase locally. One minus this sum is the proportion of 

goods and services which the j"1 sector purchased from exogenous sectors. 

The matrix of all direct coefficients is denoted by A: 

A = 

a. .      .   . 
13 '   •   •     aik 

akj      •   • •   •   '     akk 

Subtracting this matrix from the identity matrix I and talking the in- 

verse of the remainder--(I - A)  --provides the matrix of direct-indirect 

coefficients. The column sum for each sector provides the business in- 



come multiplier for the sector.  This indicates how total output in an 

economy would change for a unit change in final demand for the sectors 

wliose multiplier is of concern.  Miernyk (195^9 provides an overview of 

input-output methodology. 

Nonsurvey Techniques 

All of the early nonsurvey regional input-output tables were con- 

structed by first estimating the gross outputs for the industries in a 

region and then weighting these by the direct coefficients from the 

national 1-0 models (Miernyk 1965) .  Isard (1953) argued that such 

methods provided 1-0 tables for the region which only indicated the re- 

gion's input requirements from the nation as a whole and did not give 

information on the extent to which the region itself or other regions 

furnished the necessary inputs.  Clearly, using national 1-0 direct co- 

efficients to build regional tables is at best a rough approximation of 

the true interindustry linkages in a region and the relationship of the 

region to other regions. 

Moore and Petersen (1955) in a study of Utah's economy were the 

first to account for the divergence of the regional economy from the 

national economy when constructing 1-0 tables. They used national direct 

coefficients (A..) only to get a first approximation of a regional trans- 

action table: 

A. . • X. = x. . 

where 

X. = estimated gross sales by the j  sector 

x.. = sales of the i  sector to the j  sector in the region. 
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Exports for the i  sector are calculated by summing the x-^'s across i 

and subtracting this total from X.. The difference, if positive, is 

equal to the i  sector's exports.  If the difference is negative, the 

row must be balanced by reducing the size of each X.. by the percentage 

that the sum of the X..'s must be reduced so as to equal X.. Moore and 

Petersen then made further adjustments in Utah's 1-0 table based on their 

understanding of the State's economy and the information they could 

gather on individual industries' productive processes, marketing practices, 

and product mixes. 

Later studies by regional economists developed methods for adjusting 

the national coefficients before using them to construct regional 1-0 

tables.  One popular approach with three variations is the conventional 

location quotient. Based on readily available data (output, value added, 

population, employment, etc.) the location quotient is a number which 

compares the relative importance of an industry in a region to its re- 

lative importance in the nation: 

x. /x 
LQi=r7x 

where 

x. = the gross regional output of industry i 

x = total regional output 

X. - gross national output for industry i 

X = total national output. 

A location quotient equal to one implies that a region is self-sufficient 

in that industry.  If the location quotient is less than one this is 

interpreted to mean that a region imports some of its needs of output 
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i.  A location quotient greater than one suggests the region exports from 

indus try i. 

On- the unlikely assumptions that:  (1) no cross hauling occurs in 

industry i; (2) that firm i in the region is as efficient as other 

similar firms in the country; (3) that other industries appear in the 

region in the same proportion as in the nation; and (4) that industry i 

in the region exports a similar proportion as does industry i for the 

nation, the interpretation of location quotients may be used to adjust 

national direct coefficients (A..)- When LQ. > 1 we set a.. = A.., 
ij i -        ij   ij 

where ajj is the regional direct coefficient.  Knowing regional industry 

outputs, X., and having determined a.., regional interindustry flows 

are: 

x. . = a. . • X. 
ij   ij   i 

With local final demand given or computed, exports for industry i are 
n 

estimated as the difference between X. and EX.. plus local final demand 
i ^ 

(where n = number of sectors in the regional 1-0 tables).  If LQ. < 1 

then a.. = A.. • LQ. and sector i needs imports fm..).  Regional inter- 
ij   ij    i ^     ij     & 

industry flows are: 

X. . = a.. • X. 
U   ij   i 

and imports of product i are computed as the amounts needed to satisfy 

production requirements, 

m. . = A. . • X. - X. . 

This location quotient though popular is deficient. Success in using 

this quotient requires that the local industry structure closely resemble 
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the national  structure:     a requirement  seldom met  (Schaffer and Chu, 

1969) . 

Charles Tiebout suggested that the simple location quotient be 

modified to a "purchases only" location quotient. This he contended was 

necessary since the needs of local industries for output i relative to 

the same needs of the national industry often do not coincide with the 

ratio of total local output to total national output. Thus he proposed 

the purchases only quotient: 

xr/x'  . 
in' -  1 region LQi - ^TTF 

wnere 

x. = output of industry i 

x'  .  = output in the region for only those industries which 
region     r,    _   ■ 5 ^  • 0 purchase from industry i 

X. = output of industry i in the nation 

X' = output in the nation for only those industries which 
purchase from industry i. 

Only when x/X = x'/X for industry i are LQ, and LQf the same. Substitu- 

ting LQT into the above simple location-quotient procedure the same for- 

mulations are used for ascertaining regional direct coefficients, inter- 

regional flows, and exports and imports (Schaffer and Chu, 1969). 

A third approach uses a cross-industry quotient. This compares the 

region's proportion of the national output of selling industry i to that 

for purchasing industry j: 

x./X. 
i , J 

X1J     X;/A. 

where upper case indicates national output and lower case regional output. 
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If CIQ.. >_ 1, a.. = A. .: since industry i's output is larger than that 

of industry j in the region relative to the nation it is assumed that 

local industry i provides all of the output.  If CIQ.. < 1, a.. = CIQ.. • 

A...  The imports, exports, and interregional flows are computed using 

the same formulations as for the simple location quotient (Schaffer 

1972) . 

Schaffer and Chu (1969) developed an iterative procedure for con- 

structing input-output tables. First they compute the required inputs 

r.. for producing regional output x. for each industry and estimate 

local final demand r. _ for each industry as the proportion of national 

final demand. Then local sales for each industry are allocated—based 

on the national sales distribution pattern. Next an interative procedure 

is used to reallocate local sales, row by row, until local production 

and consumption needs are met' to the extent possible.  If local output 

for an industry is greater than all local sales for an industry, the 

remainder is exports for that industry.  Imports for each industry are 

computed as the positive difference, between local production require- 

ments and the local output available to meet those requirements. 

In the past 15 years regional economists have compared these and 

other methods of constructing input-output tables with survey 1-0 models. 

Morrison and Smith (1974) compared a survey 1-0 model of Peterborough, 

England with a model derived by each of the above quotients—using a 

United Kingdom national model. Of these quotient weighting techniques 

they found that the simple location quotients procedures gave Type I and 

Type II multipliers that were nearest the values from the survey 1-0 

results, but on the average more than 20 percent higher. Schaffer and 

Chu (1969) compared the quotient weighting procedures and their iter- 
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ative procedure with a survey based model for the State of Washington. 

They found that the two location quotient procedures gave the best-, though 

inflated, estimates for Type I and Type II multipliers.  From their re- 

sults they concluded that no good nonsurvey techniques were available 

for constructing 1-0 tables and/or acquiring accurate estimates of 

Type I and II multipliers. 

Semisurvey Techniques 

Though less expensive than survey methods of constructing 1-0 

models semisurvey methods do require some field interviews. One popular 

technique developed by Brown and Stone in the early sixties--the RAS 

iterative method--is designed to estimate a regional 1-0 table for the 

year t from a survey 1-0 model for the region constructed during an 

earlier time period (year tg). The updated table for year t is obtained 

by adjusting each direct coefficient in the original 1-0 model to account 

for (1) changes in relative price levels, (2) changes in commodity sub- 

stitution, and (3) changes in the degree to which intermediate inputs have 

decreased or increased in the fabrication weight of a sector's product. 

An example of these last two effects is: if plastics, i, have been re- 

placing wood as a raw material and at the same time farm machinery, j, 

has become more complex and thus needing more labor and capital to pro- 

duce one should expect the coefficient a.. during the period to to t to 

be subjected to an upward substitution effect and a downward fabrication 

effect. The RAS iterative technique requires (1) a gross output vector 

for the region in year t, (2) a survey table for the region in year to, 

and (3) vectors for total intermediate inputs and outputs for the region 

in year t (McMenamin and Haring, 1974). 
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Comparisons of RAS 1-0 models with survey 1-0 models have been dis- 

appointing.  Examples of such comparisons include Palinck and Wael- 

broeck's Belgium study--a 1953 input-output model for Belgium projected 

to 1959—and Miernyk's United States Study--the 1963 national model pro- 

jected to 1967. Though these RAS adjusted tables were an improvement 

over the naive method of simply assuming that the unadjusted direct co- 

efficients from the initial models were accurate, the updated models 

were still quite different than the survey based models (McMenamin and 

Haring, 1974; and Miernyk, 1976). Carroll (1980) had similar results 

when he compared a 1968 RAS updated input-output model for Clatsop County, 

Oregon, with a 1977 survey model for Clatsop County. He concluded that 

the RAS updating technique did provide more accurate direct coefficients 

than did the unaltered 1968 Clatsop County model. Yet, the RAS methodo- 

logy did not provide direct coefficients that were compatible with the 

direct coefficients from the 1977 survey Clatsop County 1-0 model.  Re- 

grettably, none of these studies made any comparisons with business in- 

come multipliers. 

Czamanski and Malizia (1968) revised the RAS updating method for use 

in estimating regional input-output model from a national model. They 

projected adjusted direct coefficients from the 1958 United States model 

to a 1963 State of Washington 1-0 model. Yet their results gave direct 

coefficients for Washington which deviated from the survey values with 

an average error of about 50 percent. 

Morrison and Smith (1974) compared a survey model for Peterborough, 

England (1968) with a model developed by using a modified RAS method and 

models constructed by various nonsurvey techniques (e.g., a 1968 United 

Kingdom model's direct coefficients weighted by various quotients--loca- 
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tion quotients, purchases only quotients, and cross-industry quotients). 

In general they found that the semisurvey RAS approach produced estimated 

direct coefficients and Type I and Type II multipliers which were very 

close to the survey model's direct coefficients and multipliers for 

Peterborough (the error for the multipliers was on the average between 

one percent and seven percent versus over 20 percent for the nonsurvey 

models). Morrison and Smith conclude that the superior results of the 

RAS technique suggest that if data were readily available on sectoral 

intermediate inputs and outputs the RAS technique would play a signifi- 

cant role in providing national and subregional 1-0 tables for planners. 

McMenamin and Haring (1974) developed an interative procedure similar 

to the RAS method, but with reduced data requirements. Designed for 

regions which had an earlier survey based 1-0 models this technique 

avoids the problem in the RAS process of having to estimate the total 

intermediate output and total intermediate input vectors. The only data 

needed for McMenamin and Haring's method is an 1-0 table for the region 

in an earlier period and gross output and gross outlay vectors for the 

year of interest. Comparing their results for a 1967 State of Washington 

model (projected from a 1963 State of Washington model) against the RAS 

method used by Czamanski and Malizia, McMenamin and Haring found that 

their method did not improve on Czamanski's and Malizia's results. The 

cost for securing the necessary data was less but substantial error 

still existed between their estimated direct coefficients and Type II 

multipliers and the survey based direct coefficients and Type II multipliers 

for the Washington 1967 model. 

In the early sixties Hansen and Tiebout (.1963) devised a shortened 

version of an 1-0 study: the intersectoral flows or rows only method. 
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This approach requires a survey of firms in a region which asks them to 

break down a dollar of their sales into the respective final demand and 

local industry sectors. A matrix is then constructed which shows these 

percentage figures for each of the local sectors. The next step is an 

iterative procedure for each sector which in the end gives the percentage 

of each sector's sales that flow directly and indirectly to each of 

seven final demand sectors (exports private, exports government, local 

consumption, business investment, housing investment, state and local 

government current operations, and state and local government investments). 

Though useful in economic base studies this method is concerned primarily 

with sales patterns and thus does not provide a complete picture of a 

local economy's purchasing patterns. 

Harmston and Lund (1967) suggested that if an 1-0 study is needed 

for a small rural area where time and money is short that a survey be 

made of local industries which only asks for purchase data. This, they 

claim, local businessmen readily know since they must make frequent re- 

ports regarding expenditures for control and tax purposes. However, 

they continue, if a complete survey of the local economy cannot be made 

the tax data published by the U.S. Treasury Department can be used to 

provide the necessary purchase data. Yet, they provide no information 

about what is available from the Treasury Department.  Indeed, if such 

data were available how does one divide purchases into local and non- 

local purchases. 

Schaffer (1972) devised still another semisurvey approach for con- 

structing regional 1-0 tables. The analyst asks firms two questions: 

their export sales and their gross sales. With the export vector known 

one computes the rest of the table using the following direct coefficients 
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for the region's industry: 

a. . = A. . CCx. - e.)/r. 
ij   ij   i   i  i 

where 

a. . = direct coefficient in the regional model 

A. . = direct coefficients in the national model 
U 

x. = gross sales of the i  sector in the region 

e. = export sales from the i  regional sector 

r. = Zr.. where r.. = x. • A... 
ii]      ij i   ij 

This approach first satisfies exports requirements for the sector 

and allocates the remainder of local production to satisfying local needs 

in proportion to requirements.  Comparing a Washington State 1963 model 

developed with this method with the survey based 1963 Washington State 

1-0 model, Schaffer found this approach to give output multipliers that 

were correlated (.78) fairly well with the survey based multipliers. 

Partly because of new federal legislation requiring various kinds of 

impact statements there have been recent efforts to produce industry out- 

put multipliers from less data than traditionally required in regional 

input-output studies (Miernyk, 1976) .  Four such studies which give 

techniques for estimating business income multipliers are by Bromley 

(1972), Nelson and Perrin (1978), David (1976), and Drake (1976). 

Bromley (1972) argued that a useful summary of a rural region's economy 

could be gathered by a survey of the economic sectors which only asked 
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businesses for their percentage of total sales which were made to local 

firms and their percentage of inputs which they purchased locally.  Using 

regression analysis he accurately estimated multipliers from the pro- 

pensity of sectors to purchase locally. 

Davis (1976) uses a reduced data requirements transaction table. 

The local economy has n producing sectors and m selling sectors—where 

m is an aggregation of the n producing sectors. The only data which Davis 

says must be collected are (a) total current purchases from each of the 

m sectors, by the n sectors, and (b) the total sales by each of the n 

sectors. 

Davis first estimates the direct impacts (coefficients) using the 

reduced data requirements transaction table to get the direct coefficient 

table: A.. = X../X.. He then presents three methods for approximating 

the indirect impacts for each sector. The first procedure aggregates 

the n x m rectangular transaction table into a square matrix (m x m). 

Using the Leontief inverse of (I - A)  gives an approximation of the 

indirect impact for the m sectors in the m x m matrix. The multiplier 

for each of the n sectors are computed by adding the indirect estimate 

from the m x m matrix to the sum of the column total from the A matrix 

and adding to this the initial impact (1.00). 

The second method uses the same A matrix for the direct impacts. 

The indirect impacts are estimated using an iterative procedure. The 

sector multipliers are again the sum of the initial, direct, and indirect 

impacts. 

The third procedure also uses the A matrix for the direct impacts. 

The indirect impacts are estimated by using information from other (re- 

gional or national) 1-0 models. 
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Comparing the multipliers derived by these three procedures with 

those acquired through full survey methods gave mixed results. Errors 

ranged from zero to over 100 percent of the survey multipliers; yet the 

average error for any of the three methods never exceeded 20 percent. 

Drake (1976) improves on this method by eliminating the survey re- 

quirements . He estimates the direct and indirect impacts from secondary 

data and then adds these to the initial impact (1.00) to get sectoral 

multipliers. 

The direct requirements he approximates by scaling—where necessary-- 

the national coefficients of the appropriate column of the national 1-0 

model by a location quotient for that sector. The indirect requirement 

segment of the region's business income multiplier he estimates by using 

regression analysis and 17 regional 1-0 models. The model is: 

log M. = f(log M,, Pj, P2, and industry specific 

indicator variables) 

where 

M. = indirect component of the multiplier 

M, = direct component of the multiplier taken from the 
national 1-0 model. 

Pi = agricultural proportion of total nongovernment earnings 

P2 = manufacturing proportion of total nongovernment earnings. 

Using this regression model and the above method for approximating 

the direct impacts Drake compared the sectoral multipliers thus estimated 

against similar sector multipliers taken from survey 1-0 models. For 

both open and closed models he found a correlation of .82 between his 

estimated multipliers and those taken from the survey models. 
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Nelson and Perrin (1978) in a Texas study echoed Bromley's results. 

They demonstrated that business income multipliers were negatively and 

very significantly related to the propensity of a sector to import. 

Conclusion 

Economists have developed numerous semisurvey and nonsurvey pro- 

cedures for approximating regional 1-0 tables and/or multipliers (Type I, 

Type II, or business income multipliers)-. But these methods are deficient 

for two reasons: first, they are often inaccurate and second, they 

generally require extensive work with national 1-0 tables. The need 

still exists for an inexpensive method of devising 1-0 tables, critical 

input-output direct coefficients, and multipliers. 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORY AND MODEL 

The business income multiplier for a sector in an 1-0 model measures 

three economic effects:  (1) the initial dollar, (2) a direct effect 

(which is identical to the propensity of a sector to purchase locally), 

and (3) an indirect effect (which is a measure of the respending in an 

economy which occurs after an industry makes an initial or direct local 

purchase). Clearly, then, local economic interdependency affects the 

size of the direct and indirect effects of an industry's multiplier: 

the mo^t local purchases by sectors in an economy the longer a dollar will 

remain in the economy generating income. This chapter reviews relevant 

regional economic theory which will explain these two aspects of a 

business income multiplier. The latter half gives the model specifica- 

tion and data collection procedures. 

Theory 

Three sets of factors explain the direct and indirect economic 

effects implicit in an industry's income multiplier:  (1) characteristics 

of the local economy; (2) characteristics of the individual sector; and 

(3) characteristics of the aggregate economic environment. 

First, characteristics of the region. The presence of urbanization 

economies affects both the initial propensity of an industry to spend 

locally and the subsequent respending which occurs. These are economies 

associated with the increase in the total size of the local economy for 

all activities taken together. For instance, the presence of numerous wood 

product mills in a region may not be enough to attract electrical engine 
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service specialists. Yet when all the industries in a region using 

electrical motors are considered a viable market does exist which will 

support such a service.  In essence, the nonbasic sector of an economy 

becomes more diverse when a region's population and income increase; 

indeed, this increased activity generates urbanization economies which 

in turn effect the direct local spending {Isard, 1975; Nourse, 1968]. 

Urbanization economies also shape the indirect effects of a business 

income multiplier. Most businesses in the nonbasic sector of an economy 

handle or produce goods for final consumption: examples include distri- 

bution activities (wholesale and retail), finance, local government, re- 

pair services, and personal services. The scale economies for each of 

these businesses require a minimum number of customers for efficient 

production or distribution. As population and income in a region grow 

threshholds are reached where certain activities become feasible for 

the first time. These new businesses reduce the propensity of house- 

holds and all industries to import. Hence, dollars spent locally re- 

main in the economy generating income before leaking out [Nourse, 1968; 

Perloff, 1960; Tiebout, 1962]. 

The geographic isolation of a region, too, should increase the de- 

pendency of local industries on local supply sources [Tiebout, 1962] . 

The growth stage of an economy will also influence the extent of 

dependency of industries on local suppliers.  For instance economies in 

a rapid growth stage in all likelihood have an underdeveloped service 

sectors and therefore have more imports than would otherwise similar 

stable economies. 

Second, characteristics of a sector determine the size of a business 

income multiplier. Localization economies accrue to each firm in an 
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industry and are the consequence of an increase in the total output of 

the industry. One example is the attraction of an equipment repair ser- 

vice:  a small fishing fleet may not have enough breakdowns to support 

a local boat repair service while a large fleet does.  In short, because 

of the size of a sector—which affects localization economies--firms in 

a sector may be expected to spend or respend more locally [Nourse, 1968; 

Isard, 1975]. 

Other factors should also affect the propensity of an industry to 

purchase locally.  First, different industries should manifest different 

propensities to purchase locally. Second, the nature of an industry's 

manufacturing process will affect its purchasing patterns. For instance, 

plywood and pulp and paper mills in rural economies must import com- 

plementary inputs in addition to their primary input--logs.  In con- 

trast, sawmills by nature of their manufacturing process import a smaller 

percentage of their inputs. Finally, locally-owned firms may purchase 

more locally than do local branch plants owned by Georgia Pacific or 

any other nonlocal timber company. 

Third, the aggregate economic environment will affect the pur- 

chasing patterns of industries and households in an economy. During a 

general economic recession industries with rising inventories may pur- 

chase a smaller percentage of nonlocal inputs. Or their factor inputs 

could be in fixed proportion with no change in the percentage of non- 

local inputs purchased.  Similarly with households:  the spending patterns 

may change during a recession or boom but it is unclear how their pur- 

chases adjust. 
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The passage of time may also have some effect on rural economies. 

Generally, for the past 25 years the service sector in the United States 

has grown relative to the rest of the economy.  If this has occurred in 

rural economies the business income multiplier for industries would, 

over time, ceteris paribus, become larger due to the increased incidence 

of local spending and responding. 

In summary, a business income multiplier for a sector in an input- 

output model is basically a measure of two effects: a direct and in- 

direct effect. Three sets of factors explain these effects:  (.1) char- 

acteristics of the local economy; (2) characteristics of the individual 

sectors; and (3) the aggregate economic environment. 

Model Specification 

Theoretically, the direct.and indirect effects implicit in an in- 

dustry's income multiplier are explained by:  (1) characteristics of the 

local economy (the presence of urbanization economies, growth, and geo- 

graphic isolation); (2) characteristics of the sector (size of the sec- 

tor—which affects localization economies--type of sector, and size of 

the plants in the sector); and (3) characteristics of the aggregate 

economic environment (business cycle and secular trends over time).  In 

short, each of these should affect the extent of importation by a sector 

in a local economy and the propensity of the local economy to respend 

locally and therefore are factors which determine the size of a business 

income multiplier. 

Between 1963 and 1977 agricultural economists constructed input- 

output models for nine rural Oregon counties.—  Using the basic sector 

-  Lincoln, 1963; Grant, 1964; Clatsop, 1968; Klamath, 1968; Douglas, 
1970; Tillamook, 1973; Union, 1974; Grant, 1977; and Clatsop, 1977. 
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business income multipliers from these models — forestry, fishing, manu- 

facturing, and agriculture—a cross-sectional regression model was con- 

structed which theoretically accounts for the- variation in the multipliers. 

Ideally, such a model would include accurate measures for the presence of 

urbanization and localization economies, geographic isolation, growth, 

type of sector, size of a sector's operations, the business cycle, and 

secular trends. 

The justification for using the model to estimate multipliers for 

these four sectors lies in the importance of these sectors in rural Oregon 

economies. Forestry, fishing, manufacturing, and agriculture are generally 

the major export sectors for these counties (see Appendix B) and it was 

felt that growth and impact concerns regarding rural economies generally 

focus on these basic sectors. 

Measures for the Variables 

Dependent Variables 

Nine Oregon published 1-0 models were used to generate the necessary 

dependent variables [Bromley, et al. 1968; Stoevener, et al. 1972; 

Reiling, et al. 1973; Collin, et al. 1973; Youmans, et al. 1973; 

Schmisseur and Obermiller, 1976; Carroll and Stoevener, 1978; Ives and 

Youmans, 1978; and Miller, 1981]. Four differential measures were tested 

as dependent variables in the regression model. The first two were 

column summation of the forestry, fishing, manufacturing, and agriculture 

sectors in the Leontief inverse matrix [I - A]  : first with households 

endogenous to the model and then with households exogenous. The other 

two dependent variables were the propensities to purchase locally: 

first with households exogenous to the 1-0 models, and then with house- 

holds exogenous. Briefly, these were the summation of the direct co- 
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efficients from the relevant columns of the direct coefficient matricies 

for the respective 1-0 models. 

The propensities for the four basic sectors to purchase locally 

were estimated in addition to the multipliers since import substitution 

is important information for rural economic planners.  Indeed, in the 

early phases of development the market in the region for many products 

is too small to justify locating plants producing those products there. 

They must be imported. However, as the markets in a local economy ex- 

pand with its growth in industry, income, and population, the markets 

can and do grow to sufficient size to attract firms producing products 

hitherto imported.  In short, opportunities for import substitution 

mount as a region grows, becoming an important source for generating 

new jobs and income [Isard, 1975]. 

Households were made exogenous in all nine of the county 1-0 models 

so as to produce measures of the dependent variables—basic sector 

multipliers and the propensity of a sector to purchase locally--without 

household labor purchases by the four basic industries. This was done 

since various problems exist in most of the 1-0 models with, the house- 

hold row and column. For instance, the Douglas County 1970 model assumes 

that households do not import any nonlocal goods. Moreover, the 

Tillamook 1973, Douglas 1970, Clatsop 1968, Grant 1964, and Klamath 1968 

models did not survey households directly.  Given possible problems en- 

tained in collecting accurate household information in the original 

studies the decision was made to estimate the model with the two sets of 

dependent variables: business income multipliers with and without house- 

holds and the propensity to purchase locally with and without households. 

Since three of the original 1-0 models had households exogenous. 
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some estimating was necessary to make households endogenous and there- 

fore consistent with the other six 1-0 models. How this was accomplished 

for the Grant 1964, Clatsop 1968, and Klamath 1968 1-0 models is dis- 

cussed below in the data section.  Local governments were made exogenous 

in all of the 1-0 models since the Grant 1964 model did not have a local 

government sector. 

Independent Variables 

Three measures were used to capture the characteristics of the 

county:  for the presence of urbanization economies--county population 

:and county per capita income; geographic isolation was measured by the 

distance of the county seat from a Standard Metropolitan Service Area; 

and the growth of the county by the population change over the five years 

prior to the 1-0 study. The expected sign for the coefficients on the 

county population, distance, and per capita income variables is positive: 

the greater the extent of urbanization economies and geographic isolation 

the larger should be the dependent variable. However, the county growth 

variable's coefficient should be negative.  It is postulated that during 

rapid county growth, growth in the nonbasic sector may lag. Opportunities 

for respending in a growing economy would be fewer than in a comparable 

nongrowing (mature) economy. 

Characteristics of the sector: size of the sector—which affects 

localization economies--and size of plants in the sector were also in- 

corporated into the regression model. Total employment in the basic 

sectors--forestry, manufacturing, agriculture, and fishing--was used as 

a variable to permit detection of localization economies. The expected 

sign on the coefficient is positive.  By nature of their manufacturing 
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process and ownership structure large basic sector plants in rural 

economies tend to import large proportions of their inputs--plywood and 

veneer mills, paper mills, branch sawmills, and large seafood processing 

plants.  Thus, two "size of plants in a basic industry" variables were 

tested:  the percentage of total sector employees which worked in plants 

which employed 50 or less workers and plants which employed 100 or less 

workers.  The expected sign on this size of plant variable is positive. 

Finally, to distinguish between sectors  dummy variables were attached 

to three of the four sectors—forestry, manufacturing, and agriculture. 

Several measures were used to measure characteristics of the economic 

environment in the counties and the possible effects they may have on 

the dependent variable. First a secular trend variable for time was used 

since the nine 1-0 models span 14 years (.1963-1977). Over time the ser- 

vice sector in the U.S. economy has grown relative to other sectors 

which in rural economies implies more local interdependency and, 

ceterus paribus, larger multipliers for the same industry through time. 

The anticipated sign on the variable's coefficient is positive.  In 

addition several measures were tested as variables for the aggregate 

business cycle: change in the state's unemployment rate from the year 

prior to the 1-0 model (t ,) to the year of the model (t0); the state 

unemployment rate in t • the percent change in the state's gross pro- 

duct (t . to t ); and the county's unemployment rate. This latter 

measure was used since one county's economy may beNmore sensitive to 

swings in the national business cycle than another county; something a 

state measure would not capture. 

In basic linear form the regression model utilizing the basic sec- 

tors from nine Oregon county 1-0 models is: 
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Y.. = &0 + BTPOP. + BoDIS + B3I - &kP0PC.  +  B5EMP.. 

+ g6SIZEi. + B7Xi + B8X2 + 69X3 - BioCYCLE 

+ BnTIME + e. 
■ll       1 

where 

i = basic sector: forestry, manufacturing, agriculture, 
or fishing Cthose five of nine counties which have a 
fishing sector) i = 1, ..., 4. 

j = the jt county: j = 1, 2, ..., 9. 

Y.. = basic sector business income multiplier or the pro- 
^      pensity to purchase locally Cp- = ? a., where the 

i=l 

a.-'s are the technical coefficients from an input- 
ij 

output matrix with m endogenous sectors). 

POP. = population of the j  county. 

DIS. = distance of j  county seat from the nearest SMSA. 

I. = per capita income in the j  county. 

POPC. = population change for the j  county from t ,- to tn. 

EMP.. = employment in the i  sector in the j  county. 

SIZE.. = percentage of sector i's employees in plants employing 
■^  less than 100 or less than 50 workers in the j1-" county 

Xi = dummy variable for forestry sector. 

X2 =  dummy variable for manufacturing sector. 

X3 = dummy variable for agriculture sector. 

CYCLE. = business cycle variable for the year of the j  county 

1-0 model. 

TIME = secular trend variable, 
j 

e. = stochastic disturbance term. 
1 
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Discussion of Dummy Variables and Interaction Terms 

As mentioned above dummy variables were used in the model to dis- 

tinguish anticipated differences among the basic sectors and their re- 

spective relationships to the dependent variable.  For instance, it is 

possible that the relationship between the dependent variables for a 

basic sector and total employment in that sector changes depends on whether 

the sector is forestry, manufacturing, agriculture, or fishing. Figure 3 

exemplifies various interactions possible in the model (note: the 

labeling order of the rays is random and merely for illustration purposes). 

For (a) the relationship between the dependent variable and employ- 

ment in a basic sector is the same for all sectors: a multiplier or 

propensity to consume locally (Y..) is associated with the level of employ- 

ment E* regardless of the kind of basic sector.  If employment in agri- 

culture, forestry, manufacturing, or fishing rose to E** the dependent 

variable for any basic sector would be Y-. 

With (b) the relationship between sectoral employment and the de- 

pendent variable is constant—the slope of the rays are the same. Yet 

depending on which sector E* represents the size of the dependent vari- 

able differs: i.e., the intercept of the ray depicting the relationship 

between the dependent variable and sectoral employment changes whenever 

E** is for a different basic sector. 

In (c) the relationship is no longer constant: both the slope and 

intercept for the rays change as the sector of interest changes. For 

instance an increase in employment in forestry (E* to E**) would result 

in a larger absolute change in the dependent variable than would a 

similar change in manufacturing employment.  In addition, the intercept 
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Figure  3.     Graphical Depiction of Possible  Interaction Between Sectoral 
Dummy Variables and Sector Employment. 
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is free to vary.  In short, there are interaction effects between employ- 

ment and type of industry. 

Finally (d) is a modification of (c). The only difference is that 

the intercept is held constant while also allowing for interaction effects. 

Conceivably, there are a host of possible interaction effects in 

this model--population and type of sector, sector employment concentra- 

tion and sector, distance and sector, population and employment, distance 

and time, etc. Therefore for purposes of exposition only several of the 

theoretically interesting interaction effects are discussed. 

The relationship between employment and the dependent variable 

should change with the sector since we expect that employment in each 

sector affects the dependent variable differently. However, it is 

difficult to predict how the relationship might change. 

In addition the relationship between the percentage of a sector's 

employees employed in small plants and the dependent variable, too, 

should change with the sector; i.e., we expect that having a large per- 

centage of forest sector employees in small plants will have a different 

effect on the dependent variable than would a similar concentration of 

small plants in the fishing sector. This is because the relationship be- 

tween the purchasing patterns of an industry and its plant size may be 

different for each sector in the economy. 

Data Sources 

Above it was mentioned that observations for the dependent variable-- 

the propensity to purchase locally or multipliers were--taken from nine 

Oregon county input-output models between the years 1963 and 1978. How- 

ever, some alterations of the published models were necessary before the 
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dependent variables could be used. 

To use information--from the direct coefficients matrix and (I-A) 

matrix--conceming the basic sectors agriculture, forestry, fishing, and 

manufacturing, required that each of the sectors were homogeneous across 

all of the models. For instance, the forestry sector in the Grant 1964 

input-output encompassed loggers, lumber mills, and lumber trucking while 

the 1970 Douglas County model had four lumber sectors:  (1) timber har- 

vesting and hauling; (2) sawmills; (3) plywood, veneers, and pulp mills; 

and (4) particle board plants. To rectify such discrepancies among the 

basic sectors for all nine models necessitated rearranging the trans- 

actions tables to insure that each of the four basic sectors for the nine 

input-output studies were similar. Below in Table 1 is a listing of how 

this was accomplished. The left-hand column contains the basic sector 

headings for the adjusted input-output models. Each cell under each 

county column contains the sectors (*) which were combined in the re- 

spective transaction tables to make the sectors similar for all counties. 

Appendix B gives the adjusted transactions tables for each of the 

nine counties. Appendix A gives a description of what falls in each non- 

basic sector for each county. Two sectors which could not be made homo- 

geneous for all counties were manufacturing and fishing: Douglas' 1970 

manufacturing sector included seafood processing. For each of the other 

counties, seafood processing, if it existed, was included in the fishing 

sector.  This was since the fishing sector for Yaquina Bay 1963 included 

seafood processing (see Yaquina Bay's transactions table. Appendix B). 

Observations on two kinds of propensities to purchase locally and 

two types of multipliers were used as dependent variables in the re- 

gression model: those for which households were made exogenous to the 
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Table 1. Aggregation for the Basic Sectors in the Nine Input-Output 
Models. 

Aggregated Yaquina Bay Grant 
Sector Lincoln 1963 1964 

Lumber * Lumber, pulp, and 
paper 

* Lumber 

Fishing * Marinas and marine 
supplies 

None 

* Fisheries 

Manufacturing * All other manu- 
facturing 

None 

Agriculture * Agriculture * Dependent ranches 

* Other agriculture 

* Agricultural services 
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Table 1. Aggregation for the Basic Sectors in the Nine Input-Output 
Models (continued). 

Aggregated 
Sector 

Clatsop 
1968 

Klamath 
1968 

Lumber * Lumber * Lumber 

Fishing * Commercial 
fishing 

* Fish processing 

None 

Manufacturing * Manufacturing * Manufacturing and 
processing 

Agriculture * Agriculture * Agriculture 

* Agricultural 
services 
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Table 1. Aggregation for the Basic Sectors in the Nine Input-Output 
Models (continued). 

Aggregated 
Sector 

Douglas 
1970 

Tillamook 
1973 

Lumber * Timber harvesting 
and hauling 

* Logging and log 
hauling 

* Sawmills * Sawmills 

* Plywood and veneer * Other wood 
mills processing 

* Pulp, paper and 
particle board plants 

Fishing * Commercial fishing * Commercial fishermen 

* Oyster aquaculture 

* Seafood processing 

Manufacturing 

Agriculture 

Manufacturing * Manufacturers 

* Horticulture 

* Livestock 

Agriculture 
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Table 1. Aggregation for the Basic Sectors in the Nine Input-Output 
Models (continued). 

Aggregated 
Sector 

Union 
1974 

Clatsop 
1977 

Lumber * Timber harvesting 
and Hauling 

* Lumber and wood 
manufacturing 

* Logging 

* Wood processing 

Fishing None * Gillnet fishermen 

* Troll fishermen 

* Combination 
fishermen 

* Other fishermen 

* Salmon processing 

* Other fish 
processing 

Manuf ac tur in g 

Agriculture 

Other manufacturing Manufacturing 

Agriculture Agriculture 
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Table 1. Aggregation for the Basic Sectors in the Nine Input-Output 
Models.(continued). 

Aggregated 
Sector 

Grant 
1977 

Lumber * Timber hauling and 
harvesting 

* Lumber and wood products 
manufacturing 

Fishing 

Manufacturing 

None 

* Food processing 

* Other manufacturing 
and processing 

Agriculture * Dependent ranching (BLM 
dependent) 

* Other ranching 

* General agriculture 

* Agricultural services 
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input-output study and those derived with households endogenous to the 

input-output studies. For the latter, households had to be made en- 

dogenous for all nine input-output studies. Six of the nine already had 

households as endogenous while three--Grant 1964, Clatsop 1968, and 

Klamath 1968--did not have households endogenous. To make households en- 

dogenous in these models required estimating total household expenditures 

by households in the county and determining the amount of interhousehold 

transactions.  In short, the household column had to be completed. 

To determine the amount of money which flowed between households in 

a county for babysitting, yard work, house-cleaning, and, by assumption 

of the definition of the household row and column, rent payments, a sample 

of rural United States county primary input-output studies was collected 

[Bromley et al., 1968; Carrol and Stoevener 1978; Collin et al., 1973; 

Hiser and Fisher 1977; Ives and Youmans 1978; Klindt and Guerdry 1975; 

Klindt et al., 1975; Lewis and Premer 1976; Michaels and Marousek 1978; 

Miller 1981; Reiling et al., 1973; Schmisseur and Obermiller 1976; 

Stoevener et al., 1972; Vieth 1976; Youmans 1973].  These 16 studies had 

households endogenous to the model.  Consequently, by selecting from 

their direct coefficient tables the percentage figure from the cell where 

the household row and column intersected I collected a sample of the per- 

centage of gross household income which flowed to other households. Aver- 

aging this sample of 16 direct coefficient figures provided an estimate of 

the percentage of total household income in a county which flowed between 

households. This averaged direct coefficient was .0326; i.e., 3.26 per- 

cent of total household income on the average flowed between households 

in these county input-output studies. This figure is used below to com- 

pute the total household expenditures for Grant 1964, Clatsop 1968, and 
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Klamath 1968. 

To gain an estimate of total household expenditures in a county the 

same 16 input-output studies were used to provide a sample of combined 

direct coefficients for household imports and nonlocal government pur- 

chases (taxes). Averaging these coefficients suggested that on the aver- 

age households in rural counties import goods and pay state and federal 

income taxes which amount to about 30.43 percent of their total before 

tax income. 

Total household expenditures were calculated for the Grant 1964, 

Clatsop 1968, and Klamath 1968 County input-output studies using the 

above figure (30.43) for an estimate of the percentage of gross house- 

hold expenditures which flowed out of the county. The figure 3.26 was 

used as an estimate of the percentage of gross household expenditures 

which flowed to other households. Since two of the three counties did 

not have a household to local government transaction figure (Grant 1964 

and Klamath 1968) this too was estimated in the same manner as inter- 

household transactions and household leakages:  (=1.95 percent). 

Summing these percentages total household expenditures were computed for 

the Grant 1964, Clatsop 1968, and Klamath 1968 Counties with the following 

equation: 

1 total household Estimated 
1 - % of gross household income expenditures total house- 

spent outside the county (from the trans- hold purchases 
x 10"2 actions table) 

Thus for the household sector in Grant County 1964: 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
local government = 1.95 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
state, federal government and imports = 30.43 
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Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
other households = 3.26 

1.95 + 30.43 + 3.26 = 35.64 

1 
 =- ($12,108,709) = $18,814,024 estimated total 

1 - (35.64 x 10" ) household income 

_2 
$18,814,028 (3.26 x 10 ) = $613,337 estimated interhousehold trans- 

actions 

For Clatsop County 1968: 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
state, federal government and imports = 30.43 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
other households = 3.26 

30.430 + 3.26 = 33.69 

x $78,395) = $118,225 estimated total household _2 
1 - (33.69 x 10 ) income (in $000) 

_2 
$118,225 (3.26 x 10 ) = $3,854 estimated interhousehold transactions 

($000) 

For Klamath County 1968: 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
state, federal imports = 30.430 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
other households = 3.26 

Percent of total estimated household purchases that went to 
local government = 1.95 

30.43 + 3.26 + 1.94 = 35.64 
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JJ- x ($127,955) = $198,811 estimated total household 
1- (35.64 x 10 ) expenditures (in $000) 

_2 
$198,811 (3.26 x 10 ) = $6,481 estimated interhousehold trans- 

actions (in $000) 

Incorporating these figures into respective 1-0 transaction tables, 

computing the direct coefficients matricies, and the (I-A)  matricies 

gives the dependent variables—basic sector income multiplier, and the 

propensity of the basic sector to purchase locally. Dropping the house- 

hold row and column from the transactions tables for the nine counties 

permitted computing two additional dependent variables: basic sector 

business income multipliers, and the propensity of the basic sector to 

purchase locally with households exogenous. 

Independent Variables 

Population Figures 

The population figures for the nine counties were interpolated from 

the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population figures (1980, 1970, 

1960, 1950). Though there exists annual published population figures 

for Oregon Counties [Population Estimates: Oregon Counties and Incor- 

porated Cities, 1977], these were not used due to inconsistencies in 

the series. When I approached the Center for Population Research and 

Census at Portland State University about discrepancies in their estimates 

they stated that more reliable estimates of Oregon County population 

figures could be secured by using linear interpolation between the Bureau 

of Census ten-year benchmark figures. This procedure was used in gathering 

the population figures. Following a similar procedure, the county 
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growth variable was calculated: 

county population in to - county population in t_5 

county population in t_5 

Distance Figures 

Distance of the county seat from a Standard Metropolitan Statistical 

Area was taken from an Oregon Rand McNalley road map. 

Per Capita Income Figures 

The Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce publishes 

yearly county per capita income figures back to 1965. BEA also publishes 

1962 figures. One problem with the series is that prior to 1972 it ex- 

cludes agricultural and state and local government worker's income in 

computing county per capita income. However., it was assumed not serious 

enough to necessitate recalculating the pre-1972 figures.  Grant County 

1964 and Lincoln 1963 per capita income estimates were interpolated using 

BEA's 1962 and 1965 per capita income figures for the respective counties. 

The Portland Consumer Price Index (base year 1967) for the respective 

years of the 1-0 models was used to deflate the per capita income 

figures .— 

Sector Employment Figures 

To estimate total employment by sector for forestry, manufacturing, 

agriculture, and fishing several sources were used. Forestry and manu- 

facturing figures were taken from four digit SIC employment data secured 

—  CPI for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, Portland, Oregon. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C. 
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from the State Employment Division in Salem. This data permitted using 

employment figures which were consistent with the sector definitions for 

manufacturing and forestry. One should note that these figures are 

likely to be biased downward since they are only payrolls covered by the 

State Payroll Tax which excludes proprietors. 

Recall that the fishing sector, except for Douglas County, includes 

fishermen and seafood processing.  Since the State Employment data used 

for forestry and manufacturing only provided figures for seafood pro- 

cessing an additional source was necessary to secure an estimate in the 

four coastal counties of the number of fishermen. The Oregon Department 

of Fish and Wildlife keeps records of the total number of commercial 

fishing licenses issued each year in the State.  In addition, back to 

1976 these licenses have been coded by the zip code of the purchaser's 

place of residence. By gathering for Lincoln, Clatsop, Douglas, and 

Tillamook Counties the zip codes of the major cities and towns an estimate 

could be made of the number of fishermen residing in each of these 

counties. However, such an estimate could only be made for the counties 

back to 1977.  (In addition any such estimate omits commercial fishermen 

from the Willamette Valley who use the ports in these counties; i.e., they 

are an underestimate of the number of commercial fishermen using a county's 

facilities.) To secure figures on the number of fishermen in Tillamook 

County 1973, Douglas County 1970, Clatsop County 1968, and Lincoln County 

1963 an estimating procedure was necessary. First, from 1976 to 1979 the 

number of fishermen in each county for each year was divided by the total 

number of State issued commercial licenses for the same year. This gives 

the proportion of total State issued commercial License holders that 

reside in the counties for those years. For Tillamook County this figure 
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varied between .036 and .041 with a mean of .038; for Douglas County 

This figure was constant at .041; for Lincoln County this figure varied 

from .078 to .093 with a mean of .083; for Clatsop County this figure 

varied from .129 to .103 with a mean of .113.  Second, assuming that these 

figures are reasonably stable and representative of the counties prior 

to 1976 an estimation of the number of fishermen in each pre-1976 county 

was made using the total number of State issued commercial licenses: 

average proportion of total State issued commercial license 

holders in the County 1976-1979/the total State issued 

licenses for the year of the 1-0 study = estimated number 

of fishermen in the county for the necessary year. 

Adding the estimated number of fishermen in each county to the number 

employed in seafood processing (taken from the four digit SIC State 

Employment data) provided a measure for the number employed in the 

fishing sector for the respective counties. Note that Douglas County 

fishing sector employment was only for the number of fishermen so as to 

be consistent with the sector definition.  For this county seafood pro- 

cessing employment was included in the manufacturing sector. 

Employment in agriculture for the nine Oregon counties was taken 

from BEA's published county employment series which goes back to 1967. 

Farm employment in this series include farm proprietors and the number 

of non-foreign hired workers. Farm proprietors are defined as individuals 

who own and operate a farm regardless of whether they earn more income on 

an off-farm job. Consequently, farm employment figures may not accurately 

reflect the concentration of agriculture in a county. For instance, 

Clatsop County may have many "small farms" whose owners hold full-time 

nonfarm jobs while Klamath County may have a similar proportion of farm 
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proprietors to county population, but who are big operators. Though 

such problems do exist in agriculture employment estimates, better 

sources were not located. 

Business Cycle 

Four measures were gathered as possible, indicators of any effects 

the business cycle would have on the size of a basic sector business 

income multiplier and/or the propensity of the sector to purchase locally. 

There were the State's unemployment rate for the year of the 1-0 study, 

the change in the State's unemployment rate from the year prior to the 

1-0 study, and the change in the State Gross Product from the year prior 

to the 1-0 model all taken from Gary Smith's econometric model for the 

State of Oregon. The fourth measure was the respective county unemploy- 

ment rates for the year of the 1-0 models acquired from the State of Oregon 

Employment Division. 

Size of Plant Variable 

Two proxies were estimated from County Business Patterns which 

captured the concentration in a basic sector or large (generally  nonlocal 

input purchasing) plants. The first was the percentage of employees in a 

basic sector which worked in plants which employed fewer than 50 people. 

The second was the same measure but with the plant size raised to 100 

workers. 

County Business Patterns reports the number of plants within an SIC 

code that have from 1-3, 4-7, 8-19, 20-49, 50-99, 100-249, 250-499, or 

more than 500 employees. Taking the average of each of these employment 

size classes which had less than 50 workers in a plant (2, 5.5, 13.5, and 
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35) and multiplying these by the number of plants in the respective class 

gave an estimate of the number of employees in a basic sector which worked 

in plants that employed less than 50 workers. A percentage was computed 

by dividing this number by the total number of workers in the sector. 

A similar procedure was used to compute the percentage of employees in a 

sector which worked in plants that hired less than 100 workers. 

Time 

To capture any possible trends over time the year of the 1-0 model 

was inserted as a time variable. 

To summarize the chapter, characteristics of the county, sector, 

and aggregate economic influence business income multipliers and the 

propensity of a sector to purchase locally. A regression model is for- 

mulated to represent and test the expected relationships. Finally, data 

sources are discussed and defended. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This chapter begins by outlining the statistical assumptions neces- 

sary in using Ordinary Least Squares Estimators, discusses the results 

of the preliminary and revised model and certain multicollinearity or 

heteroskedasticity problems encountered, discusses a nonlinear regres- 

sion model, and concludes with some comments about the final form of the 

model. 

The problem of estimation is that of determining estimates of the 

parameters of the model. Since the equation given in Chapter III is 

assumed to be linear in the parameters the problem of estimation is that 

of obtaining numerical values for the coefficients. For the model dis- 

cussed above the estimator selected was Ordinary Least Squares.  Five 

assumptions must be met when using OLS: 

in matrix notation 

y = X  3 + U (1) 

nxl  nxk kxl  nxl 

ECU) = 0 (2) 

Cov(U) = a2I (3) 

X is a fixed matrix (4) 

p(X) = K < n (5) 

a sixth needed for hypothesis testing is: 

U ~ N(0, o2I)  [Intriligator, 1978 and Kennedy, 1979]. 
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Initially all of these were assumed to hold; later we will see that this 

perhaps was not a good assumption. 

The Preliminary and Revised Models 

Table 2 gives the results of the preliminary regression model using 

the OLS estimator. The left-hand column gives the results for the model 

when the dependent variable is the business income multiplier with house- 

holds endogenous to the 1-0 models (MWH). The right-hand column is for 

the model with the dependent variable defined as the propensity of the 

basic sectors to purchase locally with households endogenous to the 1-0 

models (PWH). Note that the business cycle variable in this model is 

the county employment rate and the size of a sector's plants variable is 

the percentage of a sector's employees that work in plants that hire 

less than 100 workers. These two variables were selected from among the 

other measures of the business cycle and the sector's plant size vari- 

ables since when they were compared against the other measures in regres- 

sion results they appeared to capture best what they were intended to 

measure.  In addition the total sector employment variable was selected 

as a measure of the presence of location economies since the variable, 

sector employment as a percentage of the total county employment, did 

not improve the model and seemed redundant. 

To determine whether a relationship existed between the multipliers 

and the independent variables specified in the Table 2 model an F test 

was conducted for the complete model. The null hypothesis being all the 

coefficients are equal to zero versus the alternative that this was not 

true.  The observed F* value in Table 2 (SSR/K-1/SSE/n-K - F,. ,  v 

where n=31 and K-12) is less than the table value F .„ ,.. ,Q = 1.97 so we 
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Table 2.     Regression Results:    Preliminary Model, 

Independent Variables MWH 

County Characteristics 

Distance - miles (10" ) 

Population L t.0-t_5 
Population change -   

Population t_5 

Population - people (10' ) 

-4 Per capita income - $  (10 ) 

Sector Characteristics 

-4 152 - Olfi 
Sector employment - people (10 ) (7IS) (1323) 

Forestry dummy 

Manufacturing dummy 

Agricultural dummy 

.309 
(.206) 

• 1-tail .104 
(.093) 

-2.80J 
(J.291) 

-2.172 . 
(1.488) 

1-tail 

.764 
(.481) 

• 1-tail .267 
(.217) 

-6.882 
(4.859) 

• 1-tail -1.382 
(2.197) 

-.050 .003 
(.265) (.120) 

-.180 -.154 
(.222) (.100) 

.047 .032 
(.251) (.113) 

Sector plant sUe * (lO"2) ^ ^ 

Economic Environment Characteristics 

County unemployment % 

Secular trends - year 

Constant 

R2 

SSE 

Standard error of the regression 

F-statistic 

df 

* Significant at a = .10 

** Significant at o » .05 

Standard error in parentheses. 

-.104  .. 1-tail -.033 • 1-tail 
(.051) (.023) 

.094  •• 1-tail .030  • 1-tail 
(.043) (.019) 

-2.222 -1.225 
(1.773) (.802) 

.479 .536 

2.430 .497 

.358 .162 

1.585 1.999 

19 19 
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must conclude that there does not appear to be a relationship between 

the explanatory variables and the multipliers for this preliminary model. 

Understandably, then, few of the individual coefficients, using the t- 

ratio (t. = b./s. where s. is the standard error of the j  coefficient) 

and the hypothesis test (Ho: 6. = 0 versus Ha:  B. f  0 -- two tailed, 

or Ho: B. >_ 0 or Ha: &. <_ 0 — one tailed), tested significantly 

different than zero at a ten percent level of significance. The explana- 

tory variables: secular trends, county population, per capita income, 

and distance were positively and significantly related to basic sector 

multipliers, while the county unemployment rate was negative and signi- 

ficant.  With this specified model it appears basic sector multipliers 

are not significantly related to population change, the number of workers 

in a sector, the size of a sector's plants, or the type of basic sector. 

The coefficient of determination (R2 = .454) suggests that these explana- 

tory variables reduce the total variation in the basic sector by about 

half. 

Different results were obtained when the dependent variable was 

the propensity of a basic sector to purchase locally (PWH). Here the 

dependent variable depends positively and significantly on secular 

trends over time and the size of a sector's plants, and negatively and 

significantly on the county's unemployment rate and the county's popula- 

tion growth.  In addition the propensity for a basic sector to spend 

locally does not depend significantly on the kind of basic sector, county 

population, distance from a SMSA, sector employment, or county per capita 

income. The coefficient of determination suggests that over half of the 

total variation in the propensity of the basic sector's to purchase 

locally is associated with these independent variables. The observed F 
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value for the regression is greater than the table F .„ ,. ,Q (=1.97). 

Thus the null hypothesis that all of the coefficients taken together 

are different than zero can be rejected. 

The results for these two models yield some possible conclusions. 

However, given the results of the F-tests on all of the coefficients 

for the models any possible conclusions should be viewed with reserva- 

tion.  Since multipliers for the basic sectors are affected by the dis- 

tance to an SMSA while their propensity to purchase locally is not it 

may be that the respending which follows from an initial dollar purchase 

is influenced by the distance of a county from an SMSA while the initial 

purchase is not affected by the isolation of the county from an SMSA. 

Similar conclusions appear to hold for the per capita income variable. 

This may reflect the impact of household respending in the local economy. 

The measure for the growth of the nonbasic sector—population change-- 

apparently affects the propensity of a basic sector to purchase locally 

but has little impact on the multiplier for the sector.  Similar con- 

clusions appear to hold for the variable for the size of plants in a 

sector. 

Since the models in Table 2 had numerous insignificant variables 

and in one case (the multiplier model) an insignificant F statistic, 

[51] the models were modified.  IF a variable did not have a strong  <. 

theoretical justification, and if it did not approach a reasonable level 

of significance (t > 1.20) it was dropped. Table 3 tives the results 

of these revised models. 

The revised multiplier model does not have a population change 

variable or dummy variable for the forestry or agriculture sectors. 
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Table  3.     Regression Results:     Revised Model Without Selected 
Insignificant Variables. 

Independent Variables MWH PKH 

County Characteristics 
_2 

Distance - miles   (10    ) 

Population A (to  -  t_5) 
Population change Population t.5 

Population - people  (10"  ) 

Per capita  income  - $  (10    ) 

Sector Characteristics 

_? 
Sector plant size  -  %  (10    ) 

Sector employment   (10    )  - % 

Manufacturing dummy 

Economic  Environment  Characteristics 

County unemployment rate  - % 

Secular trends  -  year 

Constant 

R* 

SSE 

Standard error of the regression 

F-statistic 

df 

.393    **  1-tail .089 
(.168) (.078) 

-2.563    **  1-tail 
(1.293) 

.766    *  1-tail .285     .   1-tail 
(.447) (.195) 

-.848    •  1-tail 
(.429) 

.0048    **  1-tail 
(.0023) 

-.171 
(.650). 

-.206 
(.154) 

.003    .* 1-tail 
(.001) 

-.006 
(.291) 

-.174    •»  2-tail 
(.069) 

-.102     «* 1' -tail -.026 *  1-tail 
(.049) (.019) 

.094     •* 1- -tail .020 **  1-tai 
(.041) (.009) 

-2.12 -.963 * 2-tail 
(1.568) (.550) 

.454 .524 

2.546 .510 

.340 .152 

2.284  • 3.038  . .. 

22 22 

* Significant at a = .10. 

** Significant at o = .05. 

Standard error in parentheses. 
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Comparing the observed F value for this revised multiplier regression 

model with the table value F in  »„ (=1.97), it is clear that this 
. 1U , o , £-- 

overall regression for basic sector multipliers is significant.  In 

short, the null hypothesis that all of the coefficients are zero can be 

rejected. Using the t ratio and the hypothesis test (two tailed--Ho: 

B. = 0 versus Ha: g. f  0; one tailed--Ho:  g. > 0 or Ha:  g. < 0) 

most of the explanatory variables tested as significantly different 

than zero. With this new model specification, basic sector multipliers 

depend significantly on all of the county characteristic variables 

except for population change. The signs are as anticipated except 

for the county per capita income variable. The negative sign 

suggests that high per capita income in counties has a negative effect 

on basic sector multipliers. Apparently in counties with high per 

capita incomes the households tend to respend locally earned income 

outside the county. Two of the three variables for sector character- 

istics did not perform well: sector employment and the manufacturing 

dummy are not significant. This implies first that multipliers for basic 

sectors are either unaffected by the presnece of location economies, 

location economies are not present for these basic sectors, or that 

sector employment is not a good measure for the presence of location 

economies. Second, the manufacturing sector does not have multipliers 

which are significantly different than the other two sectors. Yet, the 

sector plant size variable was significant which implies basic sector 

multipliers are affected positively by the percentage of the sector's 

employees that work in plants that employ fewer than 100 workers. The 

aggregate environment variables--secular trends and county unemployment-- 

were significant with the correct signs. Apparently, basic sector 
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multipliers have increased over time 1963-1977.  Perhaps this is because 

of an increase in the size of the service sector in rural Oregon counties 

which reflects similar observed changes in the United States. County un- 

employment, too, affects the basic sector multipliers: high unemploy- 

ment--a measure of the business cycle—depresses local purchasing by the 

basic sector and the subsequent respending which follows. The coefficient 

of determination (R2 = .447) suggests that nearly half of the variation 

in the multipliers is accounted for by the variables in this revised 

mode 1. 

Similar, yet different results attend the model with the propensity 

of the basic sectors to purchase locally as the dependent variable.  This 

model was formed by excluding from the Table 2 model the per capita in- 

come variable and the dummy variables for the forestry and agricultural 

sectors.  Comparing the observed F value for this revised propensity 

regression model with the F TQ o 22 value 0^  2-4^ ^ ^s  clear that this 

overall regression for the propensity of the basic sectors is significant. 

In short, the null hypothesis that0all of the coefficients are zero could 

be rejected. Using the t-ratio and hypothesis test used above most of 

the explanatory variables tested as significantly significant. 

For this respecified model the propensity of the basic sectors to spend 

locally depends significantly on the county characteristic variables, 

population and population change, and insignificantly on the distance 

of the county seat from an SMSA—the measure of economic isolation. Note 

that this model excludes the income variable. The coefficient's signs are as 

anticipated. Of the sector characteristic variables — sector employment, 

sector plant size, and the manufacturing dummy--only the sector employ- 

ment variable was insignificant. This suggests that the propensity to 
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spend locally for basic sectors is either not influenced by the presence 

of location economies, location economies are not present for these basic 

sectors or that total sector employment is not a good measure for the 

presence of location economies. However, it does appear that the per- 

centage of a sector's employees who work in plants that employ fewer 

than 100 workers and/or whether the basic sector is manufacturing does 

influence significantly the propensity of a basic sector to purchase 

locally. The aggregate environment variables — secular trends and the 

county unemployment rate—both were significant with the correct signs. 

In short, the propensity of the basic sectors to purchase locally has in- 

creased over the time period (1963-1977). And when county unemployment 

is high the basic sectors have a lower propensity to spend locally—this 

may indicate that the basic sectors purchase less local labor. Finally, 

the coefficient of determination (R2) implies that these variables re- 

duce the variation in the dependent variable by half. 

From the discussion above and the results given in Tables 2 and 3 

it is clear that the sector employment variable does not contribute much 

additional information to the model: in every case it does not approach 

significance and has the wrong sign.  In addition the correlation matrix 

for the explanatory variables suggested that multicollinearity problems 

in these models may be associated with this variable. Consequently, a 

Farrar-Glauber test for multicollinearity was conducted on the revised 

models in Table 3 (see Appendix C). Briefly, this test consists of three 

parts.  The first is a Chi-Square test for the presence and severity of 

multicollinearity in a function; the second is a F test for the location 

of the multicollinearity; and the third is a t test for the pattern of 

multicollinearity.  Conducting this test for both of the models in Table 3 
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revealed that multicollinearity was a problem for both models (the 

*X2 in _ was large and significant). Moreover, for both models part of 

the multicollinearity problem was associated with the sector employment 

variable. 

Revising the models in Table 3 by dropping the employment variable 

reduced the multicollinearity in both models. This problem was, on the 

basis of the X2 statistic, resolved for the propensity model and reduced 

for the multiplier model.  In addition dropping the employment variable 

from both models did not alter the signs nor generally change by much the 

size of the coefficients. The only variable which did change by a large 

margin was the county unemployment variable in the multiplier model (from 

a -.049 to a -.102). Granted dropping the employment variable does not 

alleviate the multicollinearity in the multiplier model (the *X2 

statistic is still significant) but it does reduce one source of the 

problem. Table 4 gives the Table 3 model with the employment variable 

dropped. Another defense for dropping the employment variable is that 

the coefficients of determination for the Table 3 models scarcely changed 

when sector employment was dropped. 

Further adjustments on the Table 4 models were attempted: dropping 

the distance variable from the propensity model and dropping the manu- 

facturing dummy from the multiplier model. However, such alterations 

changed the coefficients by wide margins. Consequently, the decision 

was made to use the Table 4 models as the basic models for discussion 

purposes and for any further tests. 

The size of the coefficients for the models in Table 4 are interest- 

ing. For the multiplier model the distance coefficient suggests that 

for every hundred miles a county is from an SMSA (Portland, Salem, 
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Table 4.    Regression Results:    Final Model. 

Independent Variable ^tWH 

County Characteristics 

_2 
Distance - miles (10 ) 

Population 6 (to - t.j) 
Population change 

Population t_s 

Population - people (10 ) 

Per capita income S (10" ) 

.392 •* 
(.164) 

1-tail .088 
(.076) 

-2.565  •• 1-tail 
(1.263) 

.696 •• 
C.350) 

1-tail .287  •• 1-tail 
(.152) 

-.854 •• 
(.419) 

1-tail 

Sector Characteristics 

Sector plant size - %  {10" ) 

Manufacturing dummy 

Economic Environment Characteristics 

County unemployment rate - % 

Secular trends - year 

Constant 

SSE 

Standard error of regression 

F-statistic 

df 

.456 •• 1-tail 
(.183) 

-.193 
(.143) 

.295  •• 1-tail 
(.083) 

-.17J  •* 2-tai) 
(.064) 

-.102  •• 1-tail -.026 • 1-tail 
(.048) (.019) 

.095  •• 1-tail .020 •• 1-tail 
(.040) (.009) 

-2.164 -.964  • 2-tail 
(1.527) (.534) 

* Significant at a o .10, 

** Significant at a = .05, 

Standard error in parentheses. 
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Eugene, or Boise) the basic sector multiplier will, ceteris paribus, 

increase by 0.4. This suggests that the isolation of a rural economy0 

does influence the direct and indirect effects implicit in the basic 

sector multipliers. An increase in a county's population of 10,000, 

ceteris paribus, will enlarge the multipliers by approximately 0.07, 

suggesting that urbanization economies as measured by population do 

influence basic sector multipliers.  In addition, an increase of $100 

in per capita income in a county will, ceteris paribus, decrease the 

multiplier by 0.08. The negative sign is unexpected and implies that 

the dire'ct and indirect effects implicit in a basic sector multiplier 

are lower where county per capita income is large. One possible ex- 

planation is that households in high per capita counties tend to pur- 

chase more from outside the county. The coefficient for the sector plant 

size variable implies that an increase of ten percent in the percentage 

of a basic sector'e employees that work in plants which employ fewer 

than 100 workers will increase the multiplier for a basic sector by 

approximately 0.05, ceteris paribus. The county unemployment rate sug- 

gests basic multipliers are affected by trends in the business cycle: 

an increase of one percent in the unemployment rate will, ceteris 

paribus, reduce the size of the basic sector multipliers by 

0.1. Secular trends, too, have influenced basic sector multipliers. 

Every passing year on the average increases, ceteris paribus, basic 

sector multipliers by nearly 0.1. The manufacturing dummy though in- 

significant does have a downward influence on basic sector multipliers. 

Finally, since at no time would all of these explanatory variables in 

the multiplier model be equal to zero, and since theory does not clearly 

indicate what the intercept term should be, I shall avoid discussion of 
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the constant term except to note that it is not significant. 

The model with the propensity to spend locally as the dependent 

variable produced different results (Table 4). The size of the co- 

efficients for the significant variables for this model are also interest- 

ing. The coefficient for population implies than an increase in a 

county's population by 10,000, ceteris paribus, will increase the pro- 

pensity of a basic sector by about 0.03. The population change variable 

suggests that an increase of ten percent in a county's population over 

five years will, ceteris paribus, negatively affect the propensity to 

purchase locally by 0.26; i.e., faster growing counties appear to have 

an underdeveloped service sector which can affect the purchasing patterns 

of the basic sectors. The significant negative coefficient for the manu- 

facturing sector suggests that manufacturing does have, on the average, 

a lower propensity to purchase locally than the other sectors. The 

basic sector plant size coefficient implies that the propensity to spend 

locally for a basic sector is increased by about 0.03 when the percent- 

age of workers in a basic sector who work in plants that employ fewer 

than 100 people rises by ten percent. The coefficient for the county 

unemployment rate variable suggests that an increase of one percent in 

the unemployment rate will reduce the propensity of the basic sectors 

to spend locally, ceteris paribus, by 0.026. The secular trend co- 

efficient implies that every year the basic sectors, ceteris paribus, 

increase their local purchases by 0.03.  Finally, the constant is signi- 

ficant and negative. Yet, here too I hesitate to interpret what this 

means. 

Before leaving the model described in Table 4 one further comment 

needs to be made regarding the multicollinearity test given in Appendix C 
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and its implications. Recall that the results of the Farrar-Glauber 

test revealed that for the multiplier model multicollinearity though 

reduced was still significantly present in the model.  Specifically it 

was associated with collinearity between the secular trend variable and 

the per capita income variable, and the secular trend variable and the 

county unemployment rate variable. Though multicollinearity when pre- 

sent in a function does not affect the properties of the OLS estimator 

it does have some implications for the coefficients of the variables that 

are affected. This being that the regression coefficients for the 

collinear variables depends on which other variables are in the model. 

Hence, the regression coefficients for the secular trend, per capita 

income, and the county unemployment rate variables do not reflect their 

full individual effects on the multiplier but only a partial or marginal 

effect, given that the other collinear variables are in the model.  In- 

deed, the OLS estimator uses only the information unique to each regressor 

which means that the OLS procedure has little information to use in 

making coefficient estimates. This implies that the coefficients will 

have a large variance.  But since the observed t values are larger than 

two this is not a problem (Neter and Wasserman, 1974; Kennedy, 1979). 

Heteroskedasticity and Correction Attempt 

Recall that heteroskedasticity violates the classical linear regres- 

sion model's assumption cov(U) = CT
2
I. This has two implications for 

estimation. First, while the OLS estimators are still linear and un- 

biased, they are no longer efficient, no longer providing minimum vari- 

ance among the class of linear unbiased estimators. The second implica- 

tion is that the estimated variances of the least squares estimators are 
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biased, so the usual t and F tests for statistical significance are no 

longer valid (Intriligator, 1978). Consequently, an attempt was made to 

address this problem. Residual plots of the OLS regressions in Table 4 

revealed that the estimated error terms did vary considerably; i.e., the 

elements along the principal diagonal of ECuu') were not equal.  In 

closely scrutinizing the residual plots it was apparent that for both 

the multiplier model and the propensity model the residuals for the 

fishing and forestry sector were tightly banded about zero mean while 

the residuals for the manufacturing and agricultural sectors varied 

widely about the zero mean. Consequently, the decision was made to try 

and remove this discrepancy among the sector's residuals by applying a 

transformation to the data designed to reduce the sectoral fluctuations 

in the residual plots; i.e., a weighted least squares estimating pro- 

cedure . 

First the residuals for the multiplier model were partitioned into 

two groups. One group consisted of the OLS residuals for the fishing 

and forestry sector observations while the other group consisted of the 

manufacturing and agricultural residuals. For each of these respective 

*2     '•2 
residual groups an estimated variance was computed: aj or 02- Next 

the observations for the variables in the forestry and fishing sector 

-2 
were all divided by ci. Similarly, the observations for the variables 

~ 2 in the manufacturing and agricultural sectors were all divided by 02- 

Finally, an OLS regression was run for all of the transformed observa- 

tions taken together. 

Y. . DIS.       U. 
—2-2- = bo— + bi—-2- + ... + —t- where u = 1 or 2 
au     au     au        0u 

or 
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Y*.  = bnX* + biDIS* +...•+ U.* 
ij i 

A similar procedure was followed for the propensity model. 

The results for these weighted least squares models [Table 5) were 

disappointing. The. transformations-did appear to reduce the hetero- 

skedasticity, but not alleviate the problem; the residual plots still 

demonstrated a nonuniform pattern.  In addition, most of the variables 

that were significant in the models in Table 4 were no longer signifi- 

cant in the Weighted Least Squares regression. For instance, in the 

multiplier model in Table 7 only the population, distance, and plant 

size variables were significant.  In the previous model in Table 4 all 

the variables were significant except for the manufacturing dummy. The 

propensity model in Table 5 had only three significant variables while 

the propensity model in Table 4 had only one variable that was insigni- 

ficant.  Finally, the fitted values for the multiplier model and pro- 

pensity model in Table 5 were computed by transforming the Y..'s'back to 

the original units: 

Y*. • au = Y.• 

These fitted values were then compared with the actual values for the 

multipliers and propensities. How well these values "fit" were then 

compared with the fit in Table 4 (actual versus fitted values). For 

both the multiplier model and the propensity model the Table 4 fitted 

values were generally closer to the actual values than were those for 

the Weighted Least Squares results in Table 5. Based on these three 

criteria--the transformation did not remove the heteroskedasticity, most 

of the variables were not significant, and the WLS models did not give 

better fitted values for the dependent variables—the decision was made 
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Table 5.     Regression Results:    Weighted Least Squares. 

Independent Variable HKH/OQ PWH/o?, 

County Characteristics 

Distance/cJ      (10' ) 

Population/6^      (lO-5) 

Income/oJ    (10"4) 

Population change/o^ 

Sector Characteristics 

Plant siie/o^ (10"2) 

Manufacturing dummy/c^ 

.500    ••  1-tail .241    ..  1-tail 
(.143) (.068) 

.885     ..  1-tail .291    •« 1-tail 
(.274) (.122) 

.749 
(1.201) 

.656 
(.193) 

-.148 
(.256) 

-.295 
(-754) 

.356    •• 1-tail 
(.085) 

-.120 
(.136) 

Economic Environment Characteristics 

County unemployment/cj      (10~ ) 

Secular trends/6j      (10" ) 

Constant/o^ 

SSE 

1.828 
(2.979) 

.215 
(.307) 

.370 
(.521) 

.758 
(1.331) 

.124 
(.154) 

-.145 
(.188) 

Standard error of the regression 

F-statistic 

df 23 

10.929 

Not Given 

23 

• Sicnificant at a = .10. 

•• Significant at a ■ .05. 

Standard errors are in parentheses. 
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to accept as preferable the results in Table 4 yet, at the same time re- 

cognizing the presence of probable heteroskedasticity. 

Interaction Terms 

In the previous chapter a conceptual argument was presented for the 

plausibility of incorporating interaction terms into the general model. 

Specifically, the argument was made for interaction variables (1) the size 

of a sector's employment times the variable for that sector, and (2) size 

of a sector's plants times the dummy variable for the sector. Table 6 

gives the results of adding these interaction terms to the Table 3 models 

(the Table 3 model was used since it had employment in the model and one 

of the interaction variables "interacted" with employment). The Table 6 

models are the final results for various combinations of possible inter- 

action terms. Note that both the interaction terms are associated with 

manufacturing. This was since these were the only interaction variables 

in "a series of regression runs to approach any level of significance. 

Though inclusion of these interaction terms boost the coefficient of 

determination neither term was significant. The observed F values for 

the models are still significant for both models. 

These interaction terms were also included in a Weighted Least 

Square regression similar to the one outlined above; here too the inter- 

action terms were not significant. 

Nonlinear Forms 

Anticipating that perhaps the relationship between the de- 

pendent and independent variables was not linear, several attempts 

were made to transform the model to acquire a better fit. 
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Table 6.    Regression Results:    Model With  Interaction Terms. 

Independent Variable MWH PNH 

County Characteristics 

Distance (miles)  (10* ) 

-4 
Population (people)  (10 ) 

PopulationfitQ-t_5 
Population change 

Populationt.5 

n-^ Per capita income (10 )  - S 

Sector Characteristics 

-4 
Sector employment (10 ) - \ 

Sector plant size  (10* ) 

Manufacturing dummy 

Economic Environment Characteristics 

County unemployment rate  (10" ) - % 

Secular trends - year 

♦ Manufacturing • sector plant size (10* ) 

♦ Manufacturing * sector employment (10 ) 

Constant 

R2 

SSE 

Standard error of the regression 

F-statistic 

df 

.362 .. 1-tail 
(.164) 

.073 
(.076) 

.100 •• 1-tail 
(.047) 

.043 •• 1-tail 
(.021) 

-2.819 •• 1-tail 
(1.329) 

-.808 •• 1-tail 
(.422) 

-.182 
(.650) 

.497     ••   1-tail 
(.236) 

.522 
(■511) 

.060 
(.289) 

.303    ** 1-tail 
(-105) 

.049 
(.231) 

-.099  •• 
(.047) 

1-tail -.247 • 1 
(.184) 

-tail 

.090  .. 
(.040) 

1-tail .030  •• 
(.009) 

1-tail 

-.663 
(-582) 

-.138 
(.268) 

-.506 
(.409) 

-.317 
(.186) 

-2.056 
(1.531) 

-1.042 
(.540) 

.532 .598 

2.180 .431 

.330 .147 

2.276 • 2.975  .. 

♦ Interaction terms. 

* Significant at a = .10. 

** Significant at a * .05. 

Standard error in parentheses. 
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Table 7 gives the OLS results when the dependent variable, county popu- 

lation, distance, sector plant size, and per capita income were logged. 

Comparing these results to those in Table 4 reveals that such transfor- 

mations did not improve the results. 

In addition a nonlinear regression model was constructed for the 

propensity model.which accounted for the information that the dependent 

variable was bounded by zero and unity (Buongiorno and Oliveira, 1977). 

^   Yij     + e(Bo 
+ BiDIS + 62POP - B3 Income - Bi+POPA + 

+ 36Sector Plant Size - BySector Employment 

- BgForestry - BgManufacturing - BioUnemployment 

+ gi1 Secular Trends) 

where 

Y. . = propensity to spend locally for the i  sector and j  county. 

K = estimated upper asymtotic bound for Y.. in the sample. 

BOJ BI, &2>   ••• Bi1 = parameters to be estimated by the nonlinear 
regression procedure. 

An initial estimation of K and the BQ>  Bi ... Bn parameters using 

a nonlinear least squares program did not provide satisfactory re- 

sults.  K is estimated since it should be less than one. The Least 

Squares iterative procedure is designed to minimize the sum of the 

squares errors of the function (Drapter and Smith, 1966) . After 16 

iterations convergence had not been reached and none of the variables 

were significant using the approximated observed t values except the 

constant term (Bo) • Most serious was the estimated K which nearly 

equaled three.  Recognizing, that perhaps multicollinearity was causing 
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Table  7.     Regression Results:     Transformed Dependent and Selected 
Independent Variables. 

Independent Variable 

County Characteristics 

Ln Distance - miles 

Ln Population - people 

Ln Per capita income - $ 

Populationito-t.5 

Population Change p0pUiaUont.5 

.226 •• 
C.098) 

l-tail .202 
(.186) 

.121 •• 
(.050) 

l-tail .150 
(.093) 

• l-tail 

1.26J •• 
(.628) 

l-tail 

-5.221 
(2.512) 

•* l-tail 

Sector Characteristics 

Ln Sector's plant  size - % 

Manufacturing duntmy 

.139    .•  l-tail 
(.047) 

-.117 
(.071) 

.325     ••   l-tail 
(.087) 

-.369    ..  2-tail 
(.131) 

Economic  Environment  Characteristics 

County unemployment   - ^ 

Secular trends  -  year 

-.046  •• 
(.024) 

l-tail -.054  • l-tail 
(.037) 

.048  •• 
(.021) 

l-tail -.042  .. l-tail 
(.018) 

4.986 
(3.835) 

-6.786  •• 2-tail 
(1.892) 

SSE 

Standard error of the  regression 

F-statistic 2.652    ** 

df 

" Significant at a ■ .10. 

*• Significant at o * .05. 

Standard errors  in parentheses. 
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problems the general model (1) was revised by only including those ex- 

planatory variables given in the propensity model in Table 4 (recall 

that this model did not have multicollinearity problems--Appendix C). 

Hence, per capita income, the forestry dummy, the agriculture dummy, 

and sector employment variables were dropped and the same nonlinear 

least squares procedure applied. Table 8 gives the results of this re- 

vised estimated model after 16 iterations (convergence was not reached). 

Here, again only the constant term was significant--using the approximate 

observed t values. For all of the parameters the signs were the same as 

for the Table 4 propensity model. Checking the residual plots indicated 

that heteroskedasticity existed in this model and was associated with the 

manufacturing and agriculture sectors. An inability to determine the 

appropriate transformation which would eliminate this problem forced 

acceptance of the results in Table 8. The most troubling problem with 

this model's nonlinear least squares estimate is the estimated value for 

K (= 1.923). Recall that this is the upward asymtotic bound for the 

dependent variable: it cannot be greater than one. Since these non- 

linear least squares results did not improve on the propensity model in 

Table 4 the decision to accept Table 4 as the final model appeared justi- 

fied. 

Autocorrelation 

In each regression run for the models in this chapter, the Durbin- 

Watson statistic was near the value of two indicating that serial cor- 

relation was not a problem. 
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Table 8. Nonlinear Least Square Model to Account for an Upward Bound on 
the Dependent Variable. 

Independent Variables PWH 

1 923 
K i.e., upward bound for dependent variable      r^Rftn 

Constant 

County Characteristics 

Manufacturing dummy 

Economic Environment Characteristics 

Secular trends - year 

-5.164 ** 2-tail 
(1.839) 

Distance, mile (10"2) "^J 

-5 733 
Population, people [10 ) f1*057) 

PopulationAtp-t.s _6 994 
Population Change   =; T——; f  r^v'^.r/:^ r 5    Populationt_5 (9.056) 

Sector Characteristics 

-2 732 
Sector plant size, % (10 ) 'o?T> 

-.445 
(.632) 

County unemployment,   % r'nQil 

.056 
(.070) 

R2 .546 

Standard error of the regression .149 

F-statistic Not Given 

df 23 

* Significant at a = .10. 

** Significant at a = .05. 

Standard error in parentheses. 
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A Comparison of the Propensity and Multiplier Models 

Recall that the results for the Table 4 propensity and multiplier 

models were quite different. The regression model for the propensity of 

the basic sectors to purchase locally, unlike the business income multi- 

plier model for the basic sectors, does not have a significant distance 

variable and excludes the per capita income variable. On the other hand 

the business income multiplier model does not have a significant dummy 

variable for the manufacturing sector and excludes the population change 

variable. 

First the propensity model. The distance variable insignificant in 

the propensity model yet significant in the multiplier model, indicates 

that the propensity to purchase locally by basic sectors in Oregon counties 

is not affected by the isolation of the economy. Apparently the forestry, 

manufacturing, agriculture, and fishing sectors purchase their inputs ir- 

respective of distance considerations: proximity to an SMSA is not a 

factor.  Contrasting this with the multiplier model--which does have a 

significant distance variable—suggests that though the direct effect of 

the multiplier (propensity) is not effected by isolation, the indirect or 

responding generated by a basic sector's local purchase is significantly 

influenced by the isolation of the economy.  In short, initial local ex- 

penditures by the basic sectors provide income for local businesses and 

households. Where this earned income is spent, is affected by a rural 

economy's isolation from an SMSA. 

County per capita income--one measure for the presence of urbaniza- 

tion economies which accrue to the basic sectors--is not included in the 

Table 4 propensity model. Recall it was excluded from the model since 

it did not approach any level of significance.  Intuitively this makes 
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sense: basic sector firms purchase inputs locally or abroad irrespective 

of the local per capita income level. However, since it is significant 

in the multiplier model some inferences can be drawn. Namely, the re- 

spending of income acquired through local purchases by the basic sectors 

is significantly influenced by the county's per capita income level.  In- 

deed, the higher the per capita income level for a rural Oregon county, 

ceteris paribus, the smaller will be the basic sector multipliers. This 

implies that households, and possibly other sectors, in higher income 

counties spend a larger share of their income outside the county--perhaps 

in larger distant cities where there is a greater selection of goods. 

For the multiplier model two variables were not significant. The 

insignificant manufacturing sector dummy variable suggests that although 

the propensity to spend locally by the manufacturing sector is different 

than the other basic sectors, the multipliers for each of the respective 

basic sectors are similar.  Such results indicate that the indirect effect 

of the multiplier is of large enough magnitude so as to remove any initial 

differences between the manufacturing sector's propensity to spend locally 

and the propensity of other sectors to spend locally. 

The insignificance of the population change variable (it was ex- 

cluded) in the multiplier model combined with its significance in the 

propensity model suggests that though growth in the county does have a 

negative influence on the propensity of a basic sector to purchase locally, 

such growth apparently does not influence the respending which a basic 

sector initiates through a local expenditure. Or the respending which 

does occur removes any previously existing relationship between growth 

and propensities.  Perhaps this also indicates that the service sectors 

to the basic industries in growing counties do not grow as rapidly as 
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the service sectors that service the responding. 

Estimates With Households Exogenous to the 1-0 Models 

Numerous regression runs were made with the dependent variables 

altered so as to measure the multipliers and propensities with households 

exogenous to the input-output models. Yet, the results were so poor and 

inconclusive that they were excluded from this study. 

Conclusion 

The preliminary model of Chapter III, we have seen, was not a good 

specification of the business income multipliers and propensities for 

the basic sectors. Revisions of this model through dropping insignifi- 

cant variables provided better results. Though there is some problems 

associated with the final adopted models of Table 4 it does appear that 

basic sector business income multipliers and the propensity of basic 

sectors to purchase locally are affected by county, sector, and economic 

environment characteristics. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTERPRETATION AND EVALUATION OF THE MODEL 

The limitations of the models and an application of the models will 

be the topics in this chapter. 

Limitations of the Model 

Given the small sample size (n=31), the design of the model (for 

rural economies) and the characteristic of the dependent variable for 

the propensity model {it is bounded by zero and unity) the results for 

the Table 4 models should only be used with an understanding of their 

limitations. 

With the 31 observations for the model coming from nine rural 

Oregon counties, the results are not intended for use in metropolitan 

counties. 

In addition the dependent variable in the propensity model is 

bounded by zero and one. The estimated propensity regression model is 

based on specific ranges of observation for the independent variables. 

Conceivably, if for a county not in the sample, observations on the 

independent variables were collected which were outside the larger ob- 

servations in the sample counties, the estimated propensity model could 

give propensities for the basic sectors to purchase locally which were 

less than zero and/or greater than one. The range of observations for 

the explanatory variables used in estimating the regression models are: 

distance, from 71 to 173 miles; county population, from 7,434 to 71,473; 

county per capita income, from $2,343 to $3,905; the percentage of a 

basic sector's employees who work in plants which hire fewer than 100 
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the estimated intercept coefficient was not significantly different than 

zero nor the estimated slope coefficient significantly different than 

one. 

Survey 1-0 models were constructed for Baker and Morrow Counties in 

Oregon for 1979 (Obermiller et al., 1981; Obermiller et al., 1981). From 

these models were collected the multipliers and propensities to purchase 

locally for the aggregated forestry, manufacturing and agriculture sec- 

tors in these counties. These are given in Table 9. 

After gathering the appropriate data for the basic sectors in Baker 

and Morrow County--distance, county population, population change, per 

capita income, the percentage of sector employees who work in plants which 

hire fewer than 100 workers,— type of sector, secular trend, and the 

county's unemployment rate a prediction was made (using the Table 4 models) 

for the three basic sectors' propensities to purchase locally and their 

business income multipliers. These likewise are recorded in Table 9. 

Note that for the basic sector propensities the estimated pro- 

pensities are above the actual propensities for Baker County and below 

the actual for Morrow County. For the multipliers for Baker and Morrow 

County the estimated multipliers are in each case larger than the actual 

multipliers. 

Table 9 also gives the 95 percent prediction limits for the esti- 

mated propensities and multipliers. Of special importance is the width 

of the limits. These shall be discussed in greater depth later in the 

chapter. 

Considering the results for the propensities for Baker and Morrow 

—  Since County Business Patterns for 1979, Oregon, had not yet been 
published the sector plant size variable for these two counties was com- 
puted using 1979 employment figures and 1978 size of firm figures from 
County Business Patterns, Part 39, Oregon, 1978. 
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Table 9. Morrow and Baker County Application. 

Actual Predicted 

Prediction limits 95% 

County-sector Lower bound Upper bound 

Baker 

Propensity 

Forestry .487 .540 .196 .883 

Manufacturing .439 .602 .246 .996 

Agriculture .561 .776 .456 1.126 

Multiplier 

Forestry 2.08 2.81 1.66 3.95 

Manufacturing 1.99 2.98 1.80 4.16 

Agriculture 2.17 3.17 2.01 4.33 

Morrow 

Propensity 

Forestry .258 .025 -.598 .648 

Manufacturing .296 -.151 -.778 .476 

Agriculture .329 .309 -.303 .920 

Multiplier 

Forestry 1.38 1.92 1.06 2.78 

Manufacturing 1.46 1.72 .83 2.61 

Agriculture 1.42 2.36 1.50 3.22 
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County it is clear that the model performed better for Baker County. 

All of the estimated propensities are between zero and one and they 

are reasonably close to the actual values. This is not true with the 

estimates for Morrow County. Here the manufacturing propensity is nega- 

tive and the forestry propensity nearly zero. The estimated agricultural 

propensity is, however, close to the actual. The reason for the poor 

performance with the forestry and manufacturing sectors in Morrow County 

is that this county is an anomaly when contrasted with the character- 

istics of the sample counties. For instance during the five years prior 

to 1979 Morrow County experienced a population growth rate of .26 (or 

26 percent). Recalling the range of values for this variable in the 

original 31 observations (-0.045 to .084) used to estimate the Table 4 

propensity model, shows that the population change rate variable for 

Morrow County falls far outside the range of values used in the sample. 

Similarly, the size of plant variables' values for the forestry and 

manufacturing sectors in Morrow County fall below the lower value in the 

sample's 31 observations. Consequently, when the propensities are esti- 

mated for these two sectors in Morrow County these uncharacteristic values 

for population change and plant size, when taken together in the regres- 

sion model, deflate the estimated propensity by too much. This is not 

to say that the specified propensity model in Table 4 is incorrect. 

It does, however, indicate that the coefficients for the population 

change and plant size variables may be incorrect; that is they may not 

reflect the true value of the coefficients because of the narrow range 

of growth rates and plant size values in the sample. 

The estimated basic sector business income multipliers for Baker 

and Morrow County are all larger than the actual multipliers. Moreover, 
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the multiplier model's estimations for Morrow County's basic sectors 

are reasonable; i.e., the estimated multipliers are neither less than 

one nor abnormally large. One explanation for the multiplier model's 

improved performance in predicting multipliers in Morrow County (in con- 

trast to the performance of the propensity model) is that there is not 

a population change variable in the estimated regression. 

The prediction limits in Table 9 for the estimated propensities 

for Baker and Morrow County hamper the use of the estimated models to 

make projections concerning the import substitution potential in these 

two counties. Yet, if the model had a higher R2 and a smaller standard 

error of the regression the prediction limits would be narrower. This 

would permit more precise statement to be made concerning the import sub- 

stitution potential or growth potential in a rural economy. The following 

discussion assumes that this is the case- 

For the moment let us suppose that the prediction limits about the 

estimated propensity to purchase locally for the agricultural sector in 

Baker County (.776) are .876 and .676.  IF this were the case it is clear 

that the actual propensity would fall outside the prediction limits. 

This could mean several things:  (1) a structural change has occurred 

in the relationships between the dependent variable and independent 

variable and the model does not predict well, (2) relevant variables 

have been omitted in the original specification, or (3) a potential for 

growth exists in the county for businesses which sell inputs to the agri- 

culture sector. Assuming (3) is the correct interpretation of the results 

something can be said about the growth potential for support industries 

to the agriculture sector. Though it is difficult to assign any value 

to the potential, rural planners could note that it does fall somewhere 



between the differences between the actual value (.561) and the upper 

and lower bound of the prediction limits: 

.876 - .561 = .315 

.676 - .561 = .115 

if local support industries for the agriculture sector existed its 

propensity to purchase locally could be increased by at least .115 yet 

not more than .315.  IF the actual value was above the upper bound of the 

95 percent prediction limit we could assume that that county's economy 

was doing better than most similar counties in supplying inputs and 

services for its agricultural sector. 

To use the propensity model to determine whether there exists a 

growth potential in a rural county's (input) suppliers to the basic 

sectors requires some actual propensity figure which can be compared 

to the estimated propensity.  In the Baker and Morrow County applica- 

tion above, an input-output model was available which provided the 

actual propensities for the basic sectors.  In rural counties which do 

not have an input-output model a method must be devised which would 

provide the necessary figure. 

A suggested procedure for acquiring the propensity to purchase 

locally for a basic sector in a rural county is a phone survey of the 

local firms. The survey would consist of two questions: gross sales 

for the year and the percentage of total expenditures which are made 

to local businesses. This actual propensity could then be compared with 

a model's estimate for the respective county and year and some conclusion 

drawn regarding the local potential for growth in a basic sector's 

support industries . 
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The prediction limits about the estimated multipliers for the basic 

sectors in Baker and Morrow County are quite wide.  In fact for Morrow 

County's manufacturing sector the lower bound is less than one which 

theoretically is not possible. Such results indicate that the estimated 

multiplier is not capturing much of the variation in the dependent vari- 

able.  Indeed, more work needs to be done to tighten the "fit" before 

multipliers are estimated with the model. 

Table 9 also reveals wide prediction limits for the estimated pro- 

pensities.  Indeed, for Baker County's agricultural sector the upper 

bound is greater than one which is not possible. Similarly for each of 

the basic sectors in Morrow County the lower bound is less than zero 

which is not possible.  Consequently, here too more work needs to be 

done to tighten up the estimated regression model's fit. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The stated objectives of this thesis were: first, to develop and 

test a theoretical model; second, to predict propensities and multipliers 

using only secondary data; third, to estimate the growth potential in 

small rural economies. This chapter begins with a brief discussion of 

the developed model and these objectives.  In addition, some problems 

with the models are addressed.  Finally some suggestions are made for 

future research. 

Objectives 

One approach to discussing the first objective is to compare, where 

possible, the Table 4 models' results with the results of previous tech- 

niques.  Yet, several obstacles hamper such comparisons. First because 

of the work involved nearly all previous studies test the performance 

of the short-cut technique against only one full survey input-output 

model.  In contrast, the results for the regression models developed in 

this study are tested against nine full survey input-output models. 

Second, the models developed in this study are for estimating business 

income multipliers and the propensity of basic sectors to purchase 

locally.  Previous studies have focused on estimating either the direct 

coefficients, business income multipliers, or Type I or Type II multi- : 

pliers.—  Finally, the previous studies generally only report how their 

technique performs for various sectors in their input-output models. 

The regression models in this study only provides results for the basic 

—  See Miernyk 1965 for a discussion of Type I and Type II multipliers. 
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sectors in the input-output models: forestry, manufacturing, agriculture 

and fishing. 

In their State of Washington study Schaffer and Chu (1969) compared 

four techniques for estimating an input-output model's sector multipliers 

with the actual sector multipliers from a full survey input-output model. 

The four estimating techniques used by Schaffer and Chu were the location 

quotient, cross-industry quotient, supply-demand pool technique and 

2/ 
their iterative method.—  Of these techniques they reported that the 

location quotient provided estimated Type I multipliers which were 

closest to the actual Type I multipliers for the State of Washington's 

1963 full survey input-output model: the Type I estimated basic sector 

multipliers were 24.4 percent higher than the mean Type I multipliers 

from the full survey input-output model. For the basic sectors in Baker 

and Morrow County the mean estimated basic sector multiplier was 42.3 

percent higher than the mean actual multiplier from the full survey input- 

output model (from Table 9). 

Schaffer (1972) using a full survey Washington State input-output 

3/ model compared the results of his report only estimating procedure— 

with the results of the survey model. The mean estimated Type I multi- 

plier was 12 percent higher than the mean actual Type I multiplier.  Re- 

call from the previous paragraph that for Baker and Morrow County the 

mean estimated basic.sector-multiplier was more than 40 percent larger 

than the estimated multipliers. Schaffer also reported that the corre- 

lation between the estimated survey Type I multipliers was 0.78. For 

Baker and Morrow County the correlation between the actual and estimated 

IT  
- See Chapter II, pp. 10-14. 

3/ 
- See Chapter II pp. 10-14. 
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multipliers is 0.91. 

4/ Davis (1976) tested each of his three semisurvey techniques— for 

estimating Type I multipliers against the results for three survey input- 

output models—State of Washington; Vancouver, British Columbia; and 

Stockton, California. He reported that his three techniques had aver- 

age errors of estimation for all sectors which ranged from a high of 0.19 

for method one with the Washington model to 0.06 for method three with 

the Vancouver model. The average error of estimation between the survey 

model's and estimated multipliers for the basic sectors in Baker County 

was 0.44. For Morrow County the average error of estimation between the 

survey model's multipliers and estimated multipliers was 0.41. 

Drake tested his method for estimating business income multipliers— 

by comparing his model's estimated multipliers for six counties with the 

actual survey-acquired multipliers for the six counties. The correlation 

between all the actual and estimated multipliers was 0.82. Recall that 

the correlation between the actual and estimated basic sector multipliers 

for Baker and Morrow County was 0.91. Though the results for this study's 

regression model--Baker and Morrow County estimates — from the standpoint 

of the correlation criteria appear to be better than Drake's results it 

is difficult to make direct comparisons with his method since Drake's 

correlation is based on all of the sectors in the input-output studies. 

How well does the multiplier model developed in this thesis estimate 

multipliers when compared with other techniques? The above comparisons 

indicate that the business income regression model for the basic sectors 

provides estimated multipliers which are in some instances better than 

-' See Chapter II, pp. 19-20. 

-  See Chapter II, p. 20. 
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previous techniques. Yet in other cases the model did not perform as 

well as some other techniques. However, direct comparisons of results 

are difficult to make since this model gives estimates only for the 

basic sector while most other studies estimate the multipliers for all 

of the sectors in the economy of interest.  For a summary of various 

techniques and the method developed in this report see Table 10. 

Table 4 results indicate that regional economic theory does provide 

a good basis for explaining the size of business income multipliers and 

the propensities to purchase locally for the basic sectors.  Briefly the 

theoretical model developed and tested in this study suggests that the 

propensity to purchase locally for the forestry, manufacturing, agri- 

cultural, and fishing sectors in rural Oregon counties is related to 

characteristics of the county (distance from an SMSA, county population, 

and county population change which are respectively measures for economic 

isolation, the presence of urbanization economies, and growth); char- 

acteristics of the sector (the percentage of a sector's workers who work 

in plants which employ fewer than 100 workers, and whether the sector 

is manufacturing); and characteristics of the economic environment (the 

county unemployment rate--a measure for the business cycle—and secular 

trends). The business income multipliers for the basic sectors are like- 

wise determined by county characteristics (distance, county population, 

and per capita income), sector characteristics (the percentage of a 

sector's workers who work in plants which employ fewer than 100 workers, 

and whether the sector is manufacturing), and characteristics of the 

economic environment (the county unemployment rate and secular trends). 

Concerning the second objective, the advantage of the models developed 

in this study over previous methods is that they only require available 
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secondary data and they do not require any information from the national 

input-output model. 

For the third objective--estimating the growth potential for rural 

counties—estimates of the propensities to purchase locally for the basic 

sectors in Baker and Morrow County were made and compared to the actual 

propensities. However, as noted in Chapter V the prediction limits about 

the estimated propensities were very wide.  Consequently, for the basic 

sectors in these two counties it was not possible to ascertain the growth 

potential for the suppliers of these sectors. Yet if the performance of 

the propensity model could be improved so as to narrow the prediction 

limits it is conceivable that the model could be used to make projections 

for rural economies regarding their growth potential in certain sectors. 

Indeed, this needs additional research. 

Problems With the Model 

For the propensity and business income multiplier models in Table 4 

the coefficients of determination are respectively 0.524 and 0.452.  For 

testing the hypothesized theoretical relationships in the models these 

low R2s are not of great concern.  Indeed the t-tests on individual co- 

efficients do indicate that regional economic theory does correctly 

identify factors which influence the size of business income multipliers 

and the propensity to purchase locally for the basic sectors in rural 

Oregon counties. However, these low R2s are of concern when the models 

are used for predicting propensities and multipliers. The prediction 

limits about the predicted propensities and multipliers in Table 9 veri- 

fies this contention.  Indeed, these limits are so wide that nearly any 

actual propensity of multiplier would fall within the bounds; i.e., the 
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models do not predict with much precision. 

A second problem with the models is their assumed linear relation- 

ship.  Recall in Chapter IV an attempt was made to estimate the models 

using some nonlinear specifications. Yet, the results were not satis- 

factory. This is an important issue since running an OLS regression when 

the relationship is not linear is, as Kennedy (1980) states. 

"Clearly unsatisfactory since parameter estimates 
are not only biased but are also without meaning 
except in so far as the linear functional form can 
be interpreted as an approximation to a nonlinear 
functional form" (Kennedy, 1980, p. 60). 

Proper identification of the nonlinear form may well improve the perfor- 

mance of the models. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

For the nine input-output models used in the sample some information 

existed which was not incorporated into the model. Close study of the 

original transaction tables which had disaggregated forestry sectors 

(often three sectors: logging operations, sawmills, paper and plywood 

mills) revealed that the sawmill and logging operation sectors consistently 

had multipliers and propensities which were larger than those for the 

paper and plywood sector. A similar discovery was made for the fishing 

sectors — seafood processing was consistently large. This has some 

implications for the aggregated forestry and fishing sectors in the ad- 

justed input-output models.  For instance, if an aggregated forestry 

sector is dominated by logging operations and sawmills the multiplier 

and propensity would be larger than they would be if the forestry sector 

was dominated by paper and plywood mills. The reason for this no doubt 
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has to do with the need for specialized inputs by the plywood and paper 

mills which are not supplied locally. Admittedly, the size of a sector's 

plant variable would capture this phenomenon if the county's :sawmills 

employ fewer than 100 people while the paper and plywood mills employ 

more than 100 workers. But this was not always true. Attempts to include 

such information in the models' specification posed problems with degrees 

of freedom since a consistent measure could not be found for each of the 

basic sectors. 

Two additional suggestions for future research are an increased 

sample size and more work to determine a nonlinear form for the models. 

This latter suggestion is especially critical for the propensity model 

since the dependent variable is bounded by zero and one.  In addition, 

improving these models would make their predictive ability more precise; 

i.e., narrow the prediction limits. This is especially important for 

determining the growth potential for selected businesses in rural 

economies. 

Finally, these business income multiplier model and propensity 

model are only used in this study for estimating the propensities and 

multipliers for the basic sectors. Future research should include re- 

formulating the model, if necessary, so as to also estimate the multi- 

pliers and propensities for the nonbasic sectors in rural economies. 

One obvious advantage in doing this would be the introduction of more 

variation in the dependent and independent variables which could improve 

the predictive ability of the model. 
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APPENDIX A 

AGGREGATION FOR THE NONBASIC ENDOGENOUS 

SECTORS IN THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS 
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Table A-1. Aggregation for the Nonbasic Endogenous Sectors in the Input- 
Output Models. 

Sector Lincoln 1963 Grant 1964 

Construction * Construction * Construction 

Lodging * Lodging * Lodging 

Cafes 5 Taverns * Cafes § taverns * Cafes § taverns 

Communications, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
Transportation 

Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
Services 

Financial * Financial * Financial 

Automotive * Service stations, 
automotive sales 
and repairs 

* Automotive sales 
and services 

Wholesale Trade Wholesale-product 
oriented 

* Wholesale-product 
oriented 

Households 

Local Government 

* Households * Households 

* Government * Included in the 
government sector 
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Table A-1. Aggregation for the Nonbasic Endogenous Secotrs in the Input- 
Output Models (continued). 

Sector Clatsop 1968 Klamath 1968 

Construction * Construction * Construction 

Lodging * Lodging * Lodging 

Cafes § Taverns * Cafes § taverns * Cafes § taverns 

Communication, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
Transportation 

Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
Services 

Financial * Financial * Financial 

Automotive * Service stations 

* Automotive sales 
and services 

* Service stations 

* Agriculture 
services 

Wholesale Trade * Retail and whole- 
sale trade 

Wholesale-product 
oriented 

Grocery- 

Households 

Local Government 

* Households * Households 

* County roads 

* Law enforcement 

* Health department 

* Welfare 

* General fund 

* City of Astoria 

* City of Warrenton 

* Town of Hammond 

* City of Gearhart 
9 

* City of Seaside 

* City of Cannon Beach 

* Port Authority 

Local government 
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Table A-1. Aggregation for the Nonbasic Endogenous Sectors in the Input- 
Output Models (continued). 

Sector Douglas 1970 Tillmook 1973 

Construction * Construction * Construction 

Lodging Lodging * Formal tourist 
lodging 

* Informal tourist 
lodging 

Cafes & Taverns * Cafes § taverns * Cafes & taverns 

Communi cation, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
transportation 

Transportation 
(communication is 
in retail services) 

Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
services 

* Medical services 

* Other professional 
services 

Financial * Financial * Financial 

Automotive * Service stations 

* Automotive sales 
and services 

* Auto and farm im- 
plements 

* Service stations 

Wholesale Trade * Retail and whole- 
sale trade 

* Retail and whole- 
sale sales 

Households 

Local Government 

* Households * Households 

* Education 

* Law enforcement 

* Social services 

* Administration 

* City of Roseburg 

* City of Sutherlin 

* City of Myrtle Creek 

* City of Reedsport 

* Other incorporated 
cities 

* Local governments 
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Table A-1. Aggregation for the Nonbasic Endogenous Sectors in the Input- 
Output Models (continued). 

Sector Union 1974 Clatsop 1977 

Construction * General construction 

* Heavy construction 

* Construction 

Lodging No Sector * Lodging 

Cafes 5 Taverns No Sector * Cafes § taverns 

Communication, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
transportation 

* Transportation 

* Communication 

Professional 
Services 

* Medical services 

* Legal, engineering, 
and accounting 
services 

* Professional 
services 

Financial 

Automotive 

* Financial * Financial 

No Sector * Service stations 

* Automotive sales 
and services 

Wholesale Trade * Wholesale-retail 
trade 

* Retail and whole- 
sale sales 

Households 

Local Government 

* Households * Households 

City and county 
government 

* Public or private 
schools 

* Taxes and fees to 
Clatsop County 
government 

* Taxes and fees to 
cities in Clatsop 
County 
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Table A-1. Aggregation for the Nonbasic Endogenous Sectors in the Input- 
Output Models (continued). 

Sector Grant 1977 

Construction * Construction 

Lodging * Lodging 

Cafes S Taverns * Cafes § Taverns 

Communication, 
Transportation 

* Communication, 
Transportation 

Professional 
Services 

* Professional 
Services 

Financial * Financial 

Automotive * Automotive 

Wholesale Trade * Wholesale Trade 

Households * Local Households 

Local Government * Local Government 
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APPENDIX B 

AGGREGATED TRANSACTIONS TABLES FOR THE NINE 

SAMPLE INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS 
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APPENDIX C 

FARRAR-GLAUBER TEST FOR MULTICOLLINEARITY 
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Farrar-Glauber Test for Multicollinearity 

The Farrar-Glauber test for multicollinearity in an equation is a 

set of three tests. The first is a Chi-Square test for the presence and 

severity of multicollinearity in a function; the second is an F-test for 

the location of the multicollinearity; and the third is a t-test for the 

pattern of multicollinearity. The multiplier model in Table 3 was tested 

using the Farrar-Glauber test for multicollinearity. 

Part 1 

Ho: the X's are orthogonal 

Ha: the X's are not orthogonal 

test statistic *X2 = -[n - 1 - 1/6(2K + 5] • log 
value of the stand- 
ardized determinant 
of the correlation 
matrix 

where n=31) K = 9 

*X2 = 94.371. 

Comparing *X2 to the table value of X2  (with 1/2K(K-1) = 28 degrees of 

greedom( is equal to 48.28.  Since *X2 is much larger than X2 , we re- 

ject Ho and conclude there is a considerable amount of multicollinearity 

in the function. 

Part 2 

To find which variables are collinear the multiple correlation co- 

efficients and their associated F statistics are computed. 

Ho:  R x i • Xi, X2, ... xk = 0 
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Ha:    R2x.   •  x  ,  x  ,   ...  xk f 0. 

test  statistic 

(R2x.   •  xi,  X2   ...   xkj/k-1 where n = 31 
F* =  i  k = 8 

(1 - R2x. • xj, X2 ... xk)/(n-k) 

Comparing the observed value F* with the table value F „, _ 2„ = 

3.50, we conclude that since F* > F „, _ 2_ for the per capita income, 

sector employment, and secular trend variables, these variables are the 

source of multicollinearity in the function. 

Part 3 

Finally, to determine which variables are paired with the problem 

variables identified in Part 2 in producing the multicollinearity we 

compute the partial correlation coefficient for the model's independent 

variables and the corresponding t-statistic for each partial correlation 

coefficient. 

The basic hypothesis is: 

Ho:  rx.x. • xix? ... xk = 0 
i 3     ^ 

Ha:  rx.x. • XiXo ... xk 4  0 
i j   l   *■ 

test statistic 

Crx.x. • XiXo ... xk) n-k , 
*     i j   x  *■  where n = 31 

1 - r2   • xix, ... xk k = 8 

x.x.   1 z 

Comparing the observed value t* with the table t value with (n-k) 

degree of freedom.  If t* > t _. -^ ^= 2.500) we reject Ho and accept 

that the variables x. and x. are responsible for the multicollinearity 
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in the function [Koutsoyiannis, 1977].  For the multiplier model in 

Table 5 the multicollinearity in the function is because of intercorre- 

lation between the variables sector employment and county population, 

county per capita income and the county unemployment rate, secular trends 

and per capita income, secular trends and the county unemployment rate, 

and sector employment and sector plant size. Note that in two instances 

the multicollinearity in the multiplier model in Table 3 is associated 

with sector employment. 

The Farrar-Glauber test for the propensity model in Table 3 also 

revealed multicollinearity was present. For Part 1 the *X2n, __ was 
. Ul,Zo 

48.28 which forced rejection of the null hypothesis that the explanatory 

variables were orthogonal. The F* statistic in Part 2 revealed that the 

problem variables were sector employment and secular trends.  Part 3 t- 

statistics revealed that these variables were respectively collinear 

with the county population and the sector plant size variables, and the 

county population change and the county unemployment rate variables. 

Note, that sector employment was a collinear variable in two instances: 

with the plant size variable and the county population variable. 

The Farrar-Glauber test for both of these models after sector em- 

ployment was dropped (Table 4) revealed that the multicollinearity had 

been reduced.  For the propensity model in Table 4 the *X2n, -i   C= 33.07) 

was less than the table X2 .. 21 (= 38.93), thus indicating that the 

null hypothesis of orthogonal independent variable could not be rejected; 

i.e., multicollinearity was not a problem in the function. 

For the multiplier model in Table 4 the *X2.-):| -i >  x2ni 21 whi-ch 

forces rejection of the null hypothesis of orthogonal independent vari- 

ables in the function.  Indeed, Part 2 and Part 3 of the test revealed 
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that the secular trend variable was collinear with the county unemploy- 

ment variable and the county per capita income variable. 
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APPENDIX D 

DATA FOR THE FOUR BASIC SECTORS 

IN THE NINE INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS 
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